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The aim of this thesis is to explore the extent to which church missions programs employ
strategic planning and execution methods. In order to validate available literature on the topic of
strategic planning (both biblical and secular), the author contributes a current survey dataset
which validates the problem and highlights specific areas of potential improvement. This
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the cause-and-effect relationships between successful strategic planning and a church’s ability to
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem
Many church mission programs are lacking in the implementation of sound strategy and
planning methods, which in turn hinders their full potential. This problem is explored through
mixed methods, clarifying the overall theme and validating assumptions. This author seeks to
examine and report on the extent to which the Southern Baptist Convention church mission
programs are employing formal strategy methods. Most churches and non-profit organizations
participate in local and international missions to engage unreached people groups with the
gospel. Results appear through traditional missionary programs, disaster relief projects, shortterm mission trips, and various other programs. They can stem from either long-term sending
strategies or respond to spontaneous needs. Organizations utilizing a formal strategic plan enjoy
more long-term spiritual fruit and a broader social impact. Well constructed, long-term strategy
can help churches put their congregations’ gifts to work, engender a cycle of evaluation and
improvement in subsequent outreach efforts, and ultimately lead to a sustained discipleship
movement.
Conversely, those who do not formalize due diligence workflows and planning
techniques may experience unwanted issues ranging from undue stress on participants to overall
programmatic failure. These issues, however, can be mitigated by employing formal strategic
plans. Does survey and literature research substantiate that church mission programs are coming
up short in this area, and if so, what are the primary areas of concern?

1

Background
Organizationally, this study will first cover the main question at hand, specifically
whether or not church mission programs are consistently employing strategic planning methods.
Through this research process, secondary topics and questions have arisen. For example, how do
the strategic planning processes of church mission groups tie into overall the church's formal
strategy, execution, and follow-through? How is the strategy in church mission programs
typically governed? How is it administered, and how is it reported? What best practices have
proven fruitful, and what does not work? Biblically speaking, what guidelines can one deploy as
a backbone to the planning process? What secular research or case studies can be applied to
improve missions program results? And finally, what are some guidelines for success that one
can actively use, sourced from the research undertaken?
This research has derived its success from the sheer number of churches nationwide who
chose to participate in the survey, which ultimately contributed to the pooled results supporting
the analysis and conclusions of this study. In addition, data gathering options have been
abundant. There is no shortage of churches open to participating in surveys and interviews
knowing that they will ultimately contribute to the continuous improvement of missions
programs holistically. Furthermore, sources on strategic planning methods are abundant and
easily adaptable across industries and applications, as described further in the research
methodology chapter of this study.
Having participated in various mission programs in churches of different sizes
and cultural contexts, this author has observed the lack of mission planning as a common
problem in present-day evangelical churches. These problems have been validated through both
literature on the topic and interviews with church leaders and mission participants nationwide.
2

Despite these problems often being substantial, they can quickly be addressed through various
means and methods. Workflow improvements can be implemented by using both simple and
complex methods, yielding a variety of positive results After reviewing the available literature of
both secular and religious varieties; it is clear that strategic planning methods are abundant and
widely documented through available literature. Several of these approaches, such as gap
analysis and other targeted strategy approaches, lead churches to an environment where they can
overcome obstacles and enjoy a much healthier, sustainable, and fruitful mission program.
The primary research method for the data presented in this study was gathered through a
survey. This comprehensive survey was responded to by hundreds of churches across the United
States. The results validate that churches have faced difficulty implementing strategy methods in
their missions programs and prove that there is room for growth. Most importantly, the survey
data showed that results are stifled and impacted negatively in several ways because of this lack
of strategy.
After conducting a thorough review of available secular and religious literature related to
the topic of strategy, this author aims to present a compelling basis that supports the integration
of strategy methodologies within missions programs. First, this study will present an overview of
both religious and secular examples of successful strategic planning, starting with a focus on the
life of Paul in this context. Then, survey data will be presented and analyzed, which will support
and respond to the central questions of this study. Finally, the author will conclude with
summary-level recommendations that a church should consider regarding strategy
implementation improvements, backed by the literature review and survey results. One can then
take practical and statistically-backed steps toward improving the probability of impacting the
kingdom of God positively through their missions programs.
3

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Purpose and Definitions
This chapter will form an overview of the available information found on strategic
planning. There are many sources on strategic planning in both secular settings and the context
of religious and non-profit environments, albeit weighted toward the secular. When considering
business settings, thousands of books and journals are focused on the topic. However, there is a
significant gap of information related to strategic planning from a biblical context; for religious
organizations. This author seeks to make an original and specific contribution to the topic by first
focusing on the biblical basis and precedent for strategic planning. This research will culminate
in introducing practical applications based on the unique survey dataset herewith.

Before diving into a biblical literature review related to strategic planning, we must first
define what strategy is and what aspects of strategy we are evaluating. According to
Allison/Kaye, strategic planning "helps organizations achieve two critical outcomes: clear
decisions about purpose and strategy and commitment to those decisions.”1 Strategic planning
happens on the front-end of any project or program and sets the groundwork for executing the
work itself. The focus is intended to avoid reactive or knee-jerk actions throughout the execution.
Risk aversion has taken place because the appropriate effort has been put into planning,
organizing, and managing the work itself. The academic definition of strategic planning is as
follows: “A systematic process through which an organization agrees on and builds key

1

Michael J. Allison and Jude Kayne, Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations: a Practical Guide and
Workbook (Hoboken, NJ: J. Wiley, 2005), 1.
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stakeholder commitment to priorities that are essential to its mission and responsive to the
organizational environment. Strategic planning guides the acquisition and allocation of resources
to achieve these priorities.”2
Several key concepts are broken out further with the definition and end-goal of risk
aversion in mind. First, this process must be responsive in what can often be dynamicallychanging environments. This process is systematic in that it requires structured processes. Also,
this process is collaborative and focused on alignment and commitment from all stakeholders.
And finally, the process of strategic planning is necessary to manage resources and make specific
choices. Simply put, the idea of strategic planning is to thoroughly plan "the application of
strength against weakness," thus allowing an individual or organization to follow through and
implement appropriate policies and actions.3 All of these efforts are completed well in advance
in a spirit of continuous improvement, setting the entity up for optimum results during the
execution phases, as exemplified in Total Quality Management (TQM) and Return on
Investment (ROI) methodologies commonly used in business settings.4

With this definition in place, we begin with a biblical study into critical strategic planning
concepts reflected throughout the Bible. These concepts form a theology of mission explained in
this research. One must then break out some case studies taken from the Bible and take a
practical look at these concepts through the lens of specific principles put into practice by the
apostle Paul. Along with this biblical perspective of strategy and planning for missions, a review
of the available literature is conducted using secular sources. A focus is placed on using strategic

2

Allison and Kayne, Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations, 4.
Richard P. Rumelt, Good Strategy, Bad Strategy: The Difference and Why it Matters (London: Profile Books,
2017), 10.
4
Patricia Phillips and Jack Phillips, 2nd Edition ROI Basics (Alexandria, VA: ATD Press, 2019), 17.
3
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planning methods in various industries and business settings. This literature review will equip the
author to analyze the survey results better and provide practical insights and recommendations.
These recommendations can apply throughout any missions organization seeking to improve
their impact and results.

A Biblical Basis for Strategic Planning and Execution
To summarize, a strategy is a plan or a “way of describing how we will go about reaching
our goal or solving a problem.”5 From a biblical context, this thesis will utilize the working
definition of strategic planning set forth by Gil Rendle: "Strategic planning is a structured
conversation about what a group of people believes God calls them to be or do."6 If this study
were to add to the definition, the following caveat would be incorporated: what a group of
people believe God calls them to be or do and how they plan to obey Him. Notice that strategic
planning is a stepping stone to reaching results; the only difference is whether the stakeholders
have a worldly or godly view of the project or program at hand.
Missiologists Mike Chew and Mark Ireland call strategic planning the church's mission
action plan (MAP).7Having a MAP ensures the church is purposeful (doing what they are
convinced is needed), developing (continually improving how they do these things), and focused
(not distracted by less important things).8 Far from a rigid plan, a MAP is a living document,

5

Edward R. Dayton and David A. Fraser, Planning Strategies for World Evangelization (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock,
2003), 13.
6
Gilbert R. Rendle and Alice Mann, Holy Conversations: Strategic Planning as a Spiritual Practice for Congregations
(Bethesda, MD: Alban Institute), 2003, 3.
7
Mike Chew and Mark Ireland and David Banbury, How to do Mission Action Planning: Prayer, Process, and
Practice (London: SPCK, 2016), 1.
8
Huey T. Chen, Practical Program Evaluation: Theory Driven Evaluation and the Integrated Evaluation Perspective
(Los Angeles: SAGE, 2015), 2.
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Chen writes, “frequently communicated to church members to build support for mission
priorities” and prepares the church to fulfill the stated goals.9 Whatever a church calls its plan, it
would do well to remember that their strategic plan is not "a human activity, but a sharing of the
divine work."10As God leads, plans and situations change; strategic plans must be open-ended as
“new insight and new developments” are found.11
There is no one-size-fits-all missions strategy. In the New Testament, Paul's ministry
looked different from Peter's. Likewise, Moses' ministry looked different from David's in the Old
Testament. Strategies for reaching the world with the gospel will (and should) look different
depending on the current and local contexts, gifting and abilities of church members, and the call
of God on each church.12 This diversity is the beauty of a diverse group of people being used in
unique ways for a shared purpose. The common denominator is always that the church is God’s
chosen instrument for advancing his plan, and the Spirit empowers the church to move forward
in obedience.
Missiologist David Hesselgrave summarizes his thoughts in Paradigms In Conflict with
the following conclusion: the church’s obedience to fulfill the Great Commission “hastens”
Christ’s second coming and consummation of the new kingdom.13 If our faithfulness to fulfill
Christ's final command, and our speed in doing so, is linked to his second coming, this news can
serve as a motivating factor for implementing a solid missions strategy. Missions becomes more
than an add-on to the Christian life or duty rendered out of obligation to church tradition; our

9

Chen, Practical Program Evaluation, 3.
Ibid., 41.
11
Dayton and Fraser, Planning Strategies, 15.
12
Rendle and Mann, Holy Conversations, 5.
13
David J. Hesselrave, Paradigms in Conflict: 10 Key Questions in Christian Ministry Today (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel
Academic & Professional, 2005), 311.
10
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ability to form and follow an effective missions strategy becomes an urgent matter that requires
critical thinking and careful planning. Far from the pragmatism that underlines "countdown
clocks," keeping our eyes focused on Christ's appearance means that a church’s missions
leadership take Peter’s words to heart,14
8 But

do not overlook this one fact, beloved, that with the Lord one day is as a thousand
years and a thousand years as one day. 9 The Lord is not slow to fulfill his promise as
some count slowness but is patient toward you, not wishing that any should perish, but
that all should reach repentance. 10 But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, and
then the heavens will pass away with a roar, and the heavenly bodies will be burned up
and dissolved, and the earth and the works that are done on it will be exposed. (2 Peter
3:8-10, ESV)
Although he writes from a secular perspective, strategist Richard Rumelt cites a common
hallmark of a “bad strategy.”15 According to the author, “bad strategy” occurs when groups or
individuals utilize “fluff” to generate “the illusion of high-level” thinking.16 Vague language
masquerades as a coherent and innovative plan of action. Rumelt’s observation can also function
as clear-eyed evaluations of common strategy missteps in the church. The modern world of
branding and marketing has contributed to this common problem in church culture. Churches
seeking to attract members must consider their corporate brand, including the adoption of
identifying monikers or mottos. It is not uncommon to find generic slogans on church print and
digital media such as "Live Sent!" or "We are Great Commission Christians!" intended to convey
the institution's heart and values. The intention in communicating these catchphrases might be
noble; churches should be clear about their organizational objectives and values. However, in a
world accustomed to the bait-and-switch methods of profit-driven businesses, spiritually lost
individuals will likely enjoy the intellectual honesty that comes from clear communication of

14

Hesselrave, Paradigms in Conflict, 310.
Rumelt, Good Strategy, Bad Strategy, 32.
16
Ibid., 32.
15
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values. Along these lines, Rumelt hints at one unintended consequence of a slogan culture that
translates to churches: well-meaning groups can easily confuse a mission-oriented statement with
implementing a successful missions program. In other words, a slogan doesn't add up to a
successful missions strategy; it is much more detailed and meaningful.
What is to be avoided is ultimately a "bad strategy." As Rumelt observes,17vague
catchphrases can masquerade as strategy and end up impeding a church's ability to fulfill the
Great Commission. At the heart of this "bad strategy" is the failure to import biblical principles
for missions in the congregation's local context and clearly define the problems that must be
overcome to fulfill its mission. As the data shows, slogans can be powerful motivators, but they
are not enough by themselves. True missions-minded churches must have an actionable plan in
place that addresses challenges, allocates resources, and does not confuse fluff with concrete
action.
When a church invites its members to use their specific spiritual gifts to advance its
mission, they learn what it means to take ownership of the gospel agenda. The exercise of
spiritual gifts becomes more than an 'add-on' to ministry, but they begin to see where they fit in
God's great mission. As Gil Rendle puts it, planning allows a church to "identify and claim its
own story within the biblical story. It is not sufficient for a faith community only to say who they
are. The community also needs to know and say how they connect to and reflect some part of the
larger faith story in which they live. Helping a congregation locate itself in the message and
images of their biblical tradition can be very powerful.”18

17
18

Rumelt, Good Strategy, Bad Strategy, 32.
Rendle and Mann, Holy Conversations, 24.
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Dayton points out that strategic planning “forces us to seek the mind and will of God.”19
Because strategy is “an attempt to anticipate the future God wants to bring about,” planning is at
its core a “statement of faith.” Strategies help the body of Christ take his call on our lives
seriously.”20 Strategic planning is not just an idea borrowed or co-opted from the secular world.
It is, at its roots, a biblical concept. Strategic planning is one way we mirror God while using our
unique calling and gifts in our local contexts. God is, above all, a steward of creation – a job he
shared with humanity (Genesis 1:24-26). This role of stewardship and kingdom building go hand
in hand throughout Scripture. To be a good steward is not simply to fulfill a task, but the creative
and effective ways we choose to walk in obedience (Matthew 25:20-21; Colossians 3:24; 1 Peter
4:10).

Paul and Strategic Planning
The Apostle Paul has rightfully received acclaim for many things, including being an
example of humility (1 Corinthians 2:1-5), for being a pioneer evangelist (Acts 28:17-31), and
for being a prolific writer (the New Testament contains 13 of his letters). In those matters, Paul
was and is deserving of praise. However, Paul is worthy of praise for another, less acknowledged
reason; he was a clear-eyed strategist. The life and ministry of Paul make for a fascinating case
study in need of strategic thinking and results which can be achieved through missions
endeavors.
Paul's obedience to Christ's command was strategic, beginning with his conversion
experience on the road to Damascus. For example, in the first letter Paul penned, he says he

19
20

Dayton and Fraser, Planning Strategies, 14.
Ibid., 17.
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purposefully waited to approach the other apostles and disciples after his conversion (Galatians
1:15-17). Paul was so firm in his conviction that his call to ministry was divine21 that he did not
think it necessary to “consult with anyone” or travel to Jerusalem to seek out the disciples who
walked with Jesus (Galatians 1:16). Paul needed no greater authority as a teacher of the gospel
other than Jesus, so he immediately set out to obey Christ by traveling to Arabia with the gospel
(Galatians 1:17). It would be three years before Paul went to seek out Peter in Jerusalem
(Galatians 1:19). Such a decision could be described as strategic obedience. Perhaps Paul wanted
to avoid the inevitable delay that would come with questioning the disciples. If so, Paul might
have hoped to take a strategic, if not negligible, sidestep past his pre-conversion reputation. Such
a notion was a strategic stroke of brilliance, possibly stemming from his upbringing as a
Pharisee, who tutored him in the political and social machinations of the day.22 Paul knew how
fear operated in the hearts of men, and he did not want to be delayed in obedience to his gospel
call.
Throughout his life, Paul approached his ministry with a strategic mindset. Since
Pentecost, the gospel had spread across the Greco-Roman world, stretching as far as North
Africa and the eastern Persian Empire.23 As Paul could personally attest, persecution of early
Christians did little to dampen the spread of the gospel.24 By the time the Pharisee-turnedapostle's Damascus conversion, all that was needed to see a movement of God was a match to
light the fire. With his call to boldness in the face of suffering, the early churches were given the
oxygen they needed to advance the mission of Christ (2 Corinthians 11:23-25; Colossians 1:24).
21

Dean Flemming, Contextualization in the New Testament: Patterns for Theology and Mission (Downer’s Grove,
IL: IVP Academic, 2005), 102.
22
Ibid., 123.
23
David Garrison, Church Planting Movements: How God is Redeeming a Lost World. Bangalore India: (WIG Take
Resources, 2004), 204.
24
Ibid., 208.
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But it was not just Paul's manner that set the blaze burning in the hearts of men; equally
important, it was Paul's method for reaching the nations. Paul was, at heart, a strategic planner. If
the church had a mission, Paul was a man who had a plan to execute it without fear or retreat.
Several specific areas of Paul's ministry provide insight into his strategic thinking and
planning. First, he chose to establish centers of Christian life (churches) and minister primarily in
regions under Roman control. He also spent time equipping and mobilizing key followers to
replace himself in leadership while advocating for and investing in discipleship.

Paul on Establishing Centers of Christian Life (Churches)
Like all believers, Paul’s conversion to Christ meant he was set apart by God as a
“chosen instrument” of God to carry God’s name to the Jews and Gentiles (Acts 9:15). However,
Saul was elected not just to salvation but also for a mission.25 Paul was not simply a piece of the
puzzle God was putting together; he held crucial strategic value on God's cosmic chessboard.
One could say that God chose to hedge his bets on a short, arrogant Pharisee. In Acts 9:15, the
Lord foretold Paul would “carry my name before the Gentiles and kings and the children of
Israel.” The epic sweep of language in this verse demonstrates that Paul was not simply a pawn;
he was the means through which God would completely change the landscape of ministry. He
would act as "witness" for God's glory and name, and, in doing so, he would touch nations and
kingdoms with the news of salvation through Christ (Acts 22:15).26 In Acts 26, Paul shares more

25

Tony Merida, Christ-Centered Exposition: Exalting Jesus in Acts (Nashville, TN: Holman Reference, 2017), 136.
John Mark Terry and Ebbie Smith and Justice Anderson Missiology: An Introduction to the Foundations, History,
and Strategies of World Missions (Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1998), 81.
26
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details about his divine encounter with the Risen Jesus. In Acts 26:16-18, Paul recounts Jesus
telling him,
“I have appeared to you for this purpose, to appoint you as a servant and witness to the
things in which you have seen me and to those in which I will appear to you, delivering
you from your people and from the Gentiles—to whom I am sending you to open their
eyes, so that they may turn from darkness to light and from the power of Satan to God,
that they may receive forgiveness of sins and a place among those who are sanctified by
faith in me.”
Paul’s mission was to preach the gospel to the Gentiles. Jesus does not tell Paul how to
accomplish this mission, only what it is and how difficult it will be (Acts 9:16). It is striking to
see how Paul set about to accomplish his purpose. At first, Paul preached alone in the
synagogues (Acts 9:28). “The Lord called Paul to proclaim the comprehensive benefits of the
gospel to a comprehensive audience.”27 Robert Garrett observes that visiting the synagogues first
was Paul’s “modus operandi” as they served as “a strategic point of entry into the Jewish
Community.”28 In this way, he could have more easily fled the wrath of the Jews and Hellenists
who were offended by his messages (Acts 9:29). But, as recorded, this method of preaching from
town to town proved to be successful. Early in Acts, we find that the church "had peace and was
being built up" (Acts 9:31). Acts 9:31 recounts this description of the church: “And walking in
the fear of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, it multiplied.”
The church was growing. Paul could have continued to carry out his mission solo and
known he was walking in obedience to the Lord. He could have traveled and shared his
testimony alone, acting as John the Baptist did, alone "voice crying in the wilderness" (Matthew
3:1-3). Paul could have settled down and remained in one city or region and built a large
following like John the Baptist or even Jesus. Although persecution would have made this tough,

27
28

Merida, Christ-Centered Exposition, 373.
Terry, Smith and Anderson, Missiology, 81.
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Paul had already proven he was not afraid of suffering for Christ (Colossians 1:24). Paul could
have spent time persuading significant and key individuals to convert to bolster his reputation
and power base if he had stayed in one place. Yet, Paul did not choose to act as an itinerant
preacher, standing alone in his task. He did not select one city to claim it as his territory. Instead,
he took the strategic step of journeying to specific regions to develop "centers of Christian life" hubs of growth and momentum for the gospel.29 He sought to build up small communities of
faithful believers, grounded in the word and committed to living out the gospel.30 Significantly,
Paul chose larger cities over unknown towns to plant these communities, ensuring that local
gatherings could grow and multiply rapidly until an entire region had been reached with the
gospel.31
Paul's method certainly did not take the easy route. Growing entire communities of
committed followers proved much more challenging than persuading single converts, and it
required a more significant investment of time and energy.32 However, Paul knew the strategic
step of planting churches in a strategically-located city would produce more long-term fruit than
single conversions from a street corner sermon. Additionally, the harvest would occur in a much
shorter timeframe. The magnitude of Paul's plans had to match the magnitude of the gospel's
effect in his life and the magnitude of its call (Acts 9:15). Small plans would not do. Random
plans would not suffice to see entire nations and kingdoms changed by the good news of Jesus
Christ. Paul needed to be bold and strategic to fulfill the call on his life.33 Paul eventually had
planted numerous churches in four Roman provinces that previously held none (Galatia,
29

Roland Allen, Missionary Methods: St. Paul’s or Ours? (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1962), 12.
30
Terry, Smith, and Anderson, Missiology, 467.
31
Ibid., 470.
32
Moreau, Corwin, and McGee, Introducing World Missions, 62.
33
Terry, Smith, and Anderson, Missiology, 470.
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Macedonia, Achaia, and Asia) (1 Thessalonians 1:8). More importantly, however, Paul had
successfully lit the fuse of a global movement of God that continues still today.34 In fact, as a
result of his strategic missions plan, Paul claimed his work had been fully completed, telling the
Romans, “But now, since I no longer have any room for work in these regions…” (Romans
15:23, ESV, emphasis added). After establishing churches in regions to propagate the gospel on
their own, Paul wanted to move to areas that did not have the gospel (Romans 15:21).
In terms of strategic thinking, the purpose of Paul’s missionary journeys was to establish
a center of believers (a community or church) in a region. By doing so, Paul ensured the
community could care for itself when the time came for him to leave and continue his work
elsewhere. Unfortunately, we often see churches that typically consider mission trips the
summation of their missions endeavors in today's context.
In this setting, one might observe that if a church takes a few short-term missions each
year, they feel they have checked the box on the Great Commission. Short-term mission trips can
be helpful, but they can also fail to propagate the gospel, especially if they solely seek to meet
social needs (food distribution, disaster relief, etc.). While the gospel is often presented on these
types of short-term trips, this presentation is not always the single point of focus. In Paul's
example, the meeting of social needs occurred due to a local church's witness to its own
community. Roland warns against social missions endeavors as "forms of preaching the
gospel.”35 Missions methods that speak of the “social gospel” often establish schools and
hospitals as a way to attract hearers and open doors for the gospel, yet they fail to impart spiritual
life.36 While these groups do good work, they fail in the church's primary objective to advance

34

Allen, Missionary Methods, 3.
Roland Allen, The Spontaneous Expansion of the Church, (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1962), 80.
36
Ibid., 80.
35
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the gospel.37 Garrison points out that mission trips that focus on ministry end up focusing on
“doing the little things.”38 In his mind, the fastest and healthiest missions efforts have a church
planting purpose. In establishing self-sustaining churches, missionaries purposefully "work
themselves out of a job.”39
Short-term trips rarely share Paul's strategic focus on cultivating a community of
believers who can self-lead and self-govern, acting as a body. Sometimes, when churches are
planted, they continue to rely on the host church for survival through funding and teaching,
which ultimately stunts their growth.

Paul on Ministry in Regions under the control of the Roman Empire
Despite his many letters, Paul never fully detailed his strategy in writing. Some might argue that
there is scant biblical evidence of strategic planning on his missionary journeys because we lack
a list or action plan in his writings. Indeed, Paul's missionary journeys did not follow a
"predetermined route" but were often dictated by circumstances—being driven out, redirected by
the Spirit, or due to infirmity (Acts 16:6-7; Galatians 4:13; 2 Corinthians 1:15, 18).40 It was not
until Paul's third missionary journey that readers hear of his strategic plans for this trip, as seen
in Acts 19:21. "Now after these events, Paul resolved in the Spirit to pass through Macedonia
and Achaia and go to Jerusalem, saying, ’After I have been there, I must also see Rome’"
(Romans 1:13). While we do not have a step-by-step plan from his pen, we do have a collection
of credible stories he shared along with accounts from other biblical authors.

37

Allen, The Spontaneous Expansion, 84.
Garrison, Church Planting Movements, 250.
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Ibid., 251.
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Allen, Missionary Methods, 11.
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Circumstantial evidence points to Paul's core competency as a highly-skilled strategic
thinker in these accounts. For example, when planning geographic routes to take the gospel, Paul
purposefully chose commercial centers where trade and culture flourished. Trade and commerce
flourished between these areas through the network of Roman roads. Allen notes that these cities
often viewed themselves as "pioneers of a civilization which they were to extend to the
barbarous country round.”41 After preaching in Antioch, one of the largest cities in the Roman
Empire, Paul and Barnabas found that “the word of the Lord was spreading throughout the whole
region” (Acts 13:19). Pastor Tony Merida said Pisidian Antioch was "an influential political and
economic region.” Because of this, Paul’s “approach to fulfilling the gospel mission” heavily
involved “evangelizing important cities like this one.”42 For this reason, Paul likely viewed cities
on trade routes as more amenable to receiving the gospel message and then propagating it. In
choosing to base ministries from these areas, Paul made a strategic choice.
Furthermore, Paul bound his ministry within the borders of the Roman empire at large.
Of this notable choice, Allen writes, "It is perfectly clear that in preaching in South Galatia, St
Paul was evangelizing the Roman province next in order to his native Cilicia, in which there
were already Christian churches."43 While traveling from Tarsus to Lystra, Paul would have had
to pass through territories such as Lycaonia and Antioch, yet the book of Acts does not record
any missions efforts in these areas. This might seem like a surprising omission, considering
modern churches often make strategic decisions based on the best allocation of resources. If Paul
was available and traveling through a region, why not plant a church there? For Paul, Lystra
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must have had some sort of strategic importance beyond practical matters. Allen supposes places
like Derbe and Lystra were attractive to Paul because of Rome's military presence. Paul's choice
to minister in regions under the control of the Roman empire runs deeper than simple, practical
considerations such as safe travel on the Roman roadways or finding men of peace in high-traffic
areas. Of this, Allen writes, "the idea of the worldwide empire which they represented, the idea
of the common citizenship of men of many different races in that one empire, the strong
authority of the one law, the one peace, the breaking down of national exclusiveness, all these
things prepared men's minds to receive St. Paul’s teaching of the Kingdom of Christ, and of the
common citizenship of all Christians in it.”44 For Paul, the Roman Empire provided a door of
opportunity in thought and deed that would help propagate the gospel. In his writings on the
history of missions in the early church, John Mark Terry concludes that the most significant
factor affecting the activity of the early church was the "excellent Roman road system."45
"Everywhere the Romans went, they built fine roads which not only improved commerce within
the empire but also made it possible to dispatch Roman legions to trouble spots very quickly."46
For Paul, the safety of the road network facilitated his missionary travels.
Along with one government, the Romans had one tongue. The Greek language, known
and spoken by all who lived and breathed under Roman law, provided Paul with an effective
communication tool. He could preach a message so all would comprehend and share it in turn.
Furthermore, Roman culture openly celebrated learning, critical thinking, and a “love for
truth.”47 Great value was placed on philosophy and entering into open debate, which made public
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arguments for Christianity (and preaching) a viable social activity.48 Paul successfully leveraged
these opportunities to his own strategic benefit. While the Greek influence did cause problems
for the early churches, particularly concerning false doctrine, where to plant churches and
minister for the gospel was a strategic gamble that paid off for the Pharisee-turned missionary.
Finally, Paul strategically chose to minister in areas with no gospel presence. For
example, in Romans 15, he recounts his decision to go to Spain because many of the regions in
the eastern half of the Mediterranean world already had adequate gospel access.49 He writes
beginning in verse 19:
…from Jerusalem all the way around to Illyricum, I have fully proclaimed the gospel of
Christ. 20 It has always been my ambition to preach the gospel where Christ was not
known, so that I would not be building on someone else’s foundation. 21 Rather, as it is
written: ‘Those who were not told about him will see, and those who have not heard will
understand.’ 22 This is why I have often been hindered from coming to you. But now that
there is no more place for me to work in these regions, and since I have been longing for
many years to visit you, 24 I plan to do so when I go to Spain (Romans 15:19-24 NIV).
Why did Paul choose to go to Spain when other churches were likely clamoring for his
attention? Paul strategically prioritized areas with little hope of finding Christ over places
already saturated with the gospel. By prioritizing unreached areas, Paul ensured he was not
redoing the work someone else had done or “building on someone else’s foundation,” as he
wrote in Romans 15. In Paul's mind, efficiency was not about the ease of smoothing out the road
before him but about the urgent need to reach the lost. Paul chose to go where the populations
mainly were lost and seed the soil with evangelism.50 By over-seeding the soil of these
unreached regions, new growth and leaders soon emerge.
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Paul chose the cities and regions he visited for a strategic reason. Paul chose his itinerary
based on the many factors which exemplified his strategic mindset. First, Paul must have
assessed the spiritual climate of the region. Was it amenable to the gospel? Second, Paul sought
to understand the region’s access to the gospel. Were there existing churches or believers in the
region, or did the people have no access to the gospel? And finally, Paul sought through his
actions to understand the strategic benefit a region provided. The Roman government cultivated
the perfect conditions to aid in spreading the gospel. Their roads made it possible for him and
others to spread the news, unified government, shared value of learning, and unified language.
Paul was not making this decision based on safety or comfort, as he suffered greatly while
fulfilling his call. On the contrary, he viewed these elements as strategically crucial to his
mission in terms of long-term planning and subsequent journeys.
When assessed against the modern age, it is recognized that churches today struggle with
strategic know-how in part because globalization has rendered many of Paul's considerations
moot. For example, travel and information flow reasonably freely thanks to modern technology
and infrastructure in most countries.51 As noted by Clark, this can be positive and negative as
noted by Clark that "simply having a heart to help and a plane ticket in hand doesn't make one a
missionary."52 A clear plan is needed.
One observation in this context is that if churches are to think strategically, they must
identify countries that lack the presence of the body of Christ. What countries or regions of the
world have little to no access to the gospel? Strategic thinking is based less on resources and
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more on the need that presents itself. David Garrison urges churches to incorporate a sense of
urgency into their missions strategies to consider the areas in which they engage.53
Additionally, thinking strategically means considering how a church might reach these
new or unreached nations by the quickest and easiest means. Are short-term trips the best
choice? Is there a better and faster way to reach unreached areas? It might be of little strategic
value to funnel resources or send missions teams to areas already saturated with a gospel
presence. Perhaps short-term trips aren't the most strategic way to spread the gospel in areas
already saturated (like in North America).

Paul on Equipping and Mobilizing Key Church Leadership
Paul's strategic focus is also evident in managing the church's growth. He made a
strategic decision very early in his ministry to enlist and interact with his followers. Paul desired
to see other individuals equipped for “independent action” rather than relying on him.54 For this
reason, he spoke at great length to his followers of fulfilling their calling (2 Timothy 2:4-5),
stirring up their spiritual gifts (1 Timothy 1:6), relying on the Spirit for strength (Ephesians
6:10), and remaining faithful as vessels of honor (2 Timothy 2:20-21). Paul’s ministry method
directly contrasted to the model he learned as a Pharisee. Instead of a privileged few having
access to holy places and walking in the power and presence of God as priests, Paul called all
believers to serve as priests of the Living God (Romans 12:1-2; 1 Timothy 2:5). In this sense,
every believer became a missionary, requiring the church to be trained in sound doctrine,
equipped for service, and ready to observe their sacraments. As a result, believers took
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ownership and responsibility for their spiritual development and sharing the gospel. Missiologist
David Garrison calls this process of turning evangelism over to converts indigenization, the
process by which responsibility for gospel communication is transferred to “those who naturally
present it through their own worldview perspective.”55 Particularly helpful in understanding
indigenization is Missiologist Keith Eitel's observation that "the aim or goal ought to be to plant
viable churches that can cultivate a natural appearance and form culturally relevant growth
patterns."56 This is something that Paul believed to be true as he modeled it throughout his
ministry.
Yet, Paul did not leave new converts to fend for themselves. Instead, his pattern was to
stay with the church he planted until they were fully equipped or a few individuals were
discipled to maturity. Daniel Sanchez points out that “Paul and his colleagues developed leaders
and guided them to carry out their tasks in the churches.”57 Paul ensured that they were
nourished in sound doctrine or "the pattern of sound words" (2 Timothy 1:13). For example, Paul
and Barnabas stayed in Antioch for an entire year, “teaching a great many people” (Acts 11:26).
Paul stayed in Corinth for a year and a half and in Ephesus for about two years (Acts 18:11;
19:10). Paul remained in other places such as Lystra for a few months but returned to visit as his
travels and circumstances allowed (Acts 14:6, 21). In his absence, the church was expected to
maintain itself.58 For a church to maintain itself, it must be self-governing and financially
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independent of any outside entity.59 When Paul finally left a church, his goal was that the church
would be self-sustaining60 and “capable of growth and expansion.”61
Paul’s method for ministry included investing in key individuals in the churches he
founded and equipping them to take his place. Strategically, this looked like replicating
leadership. New converts were taught not just how to live but to teach others how to live. Instead
of traveling alone, Paul took disciples with him as traveling companions. In their time together,
he equipped them to lead by sending them on assignments and putting them in various leadership
positions in the churches he founded. Timothy, a young Lystra native of dual heritage, was one
of his closest disciples. Paul sent Timothy to many places like Thessalonica (1 Thessalonians
3:1-10), Corinth (1 Corinthians 4:17; 16:10-11), Macedonia (Acts 19:22); Philippi (Philippians
2:19-24); and Ephesus (1 and 2 Timothy). Eventually, Timothy would lead the troubled Ephesian
church. Titus, a Gentile Christian whom Paul called “my true child in a common faith” (Titus
1:4), also accompanied Paul on his journeys (Galatians 2:1). He sent Titus on his journeys to
Corinth (2 Corinthians 12:18) and Dalmatia (2 Timothy 4:10), and eventually to Crete to lead the
church there (Titus 1:5). Paul traveled and partnered with others (including Luke and Barnabas),
but he spent considerable time with younger disciples.
Paul had a strategic hope in investing in a core group of young leaders. In 2 Timothy 2:2,
Paul instructed the young pastor of the Ephesian church to take, “what you have heard from me
in the presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful men, who will be able to teach others also.”
In the same way that Paul invested and equipped Timothy, now Timothy was to find faithful men
to teach and equip for ministry. The replication cycle would continue as the church grew, and
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Timothy's proteges would “teach others also.” This is a ministry model of multiplication. As
Paul modeled it, multiplication is both practical and strategic. Multiplication ensured that Paul
was not tied to one church and one location but remained free to travel to areas that did not have
the gospel. This focus also ensured that the church at Ephesus was strengthened to maturity,
which proved to be a necessary function as a self-sustaining entity comprised of healthy and
mature believers. From a strategic perspective, the Ephesian church would not be healthy enough
to participate in the movement of Christianity sweeping the Roman empire if they did not have
men and women capable of withstanding persecution and suffering or equipped to give a
reasoned defense of their faith (Colossians 1:9-12). God entrusted Paul with participating in and
fulfilling his mission objectives, just as Paul invested in Timothy. This pattern was to continue as
more people experienced a conversion to Christ. Whether men or women, they, in turn, would
become teachers of good things and that which accorded with sound doctrine (Titus 2:1-15).
Paul's strategic step of replicating church leadership was not just a tool to spread the
gospel but also was a mechanism to encourage spiritual maturity. In this way, Paul does not
separate evangelism and discipleship. For the apostle, the two always went together. Where
discipleship flourished, evangelism would naturally flourish too (1 Thessalonians 1:6-8). As Acts
16:5 records, “So the churches were strengthened in the faith, and they increased in
numbers daily.” Believers were discipled to maturity as they were “strengthened in the faith,”
and the result was “they increased in numbers daily.” Discipleship, then, became an intentional
tool to ensure the gospel continued to spread by Paul’s converts, and the church grew in
maturity.62
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Paul’s ministry model followed a pattern of replication; he mentored key leaders and
taught them how to multiply themselves. This ministry model served several purposes, chief of
which was the quick spread of the gospel. Multiplication also helped stave off false doctrine
from infiltrating the church as it resulted in more mature, equipped believers to act as the
guardian and pillar of truth (1 Timothy 3:15). Finally, the goal was to see individuals and
communities equipped for "independent action" rather than relying on Paul (2 Timothy 2:4-5).63
For this reason, Paul urges his followers to fulfill their calling, stir up the gifts of the church (1
Timothy 1:6), rely on the Spirit for strength (Ephesians 6:10), and persevere in their faithfulness
as vessels of honor (2 Timothy 2:20-21).
Brought into today’s context, when a church’s mission program includes funding and
support of only short-term missions, it likely will not share the strategic level of thinking
employed by the Apostle Paul. Paul thought long-term about the life of each particular church,
equipping them, so they were capable of sustaining their growth. He mentored others to take his
place. For Paul, there was little difference between evangelism (going) and discipleship (making
disciples of all nations, teaching them to obey all of God’s commands (Matthew 28:19-20). His
entire missions program hinged on strategic discipleship. Discipling men who would know how
to disciple others facilitated organic and quick growth. Believers did not depend on church
leaders to do the work of evangelism and discipleship; instead, missions became everyone’s job
and a marker of spiritual maturity.
One observation is that it is common for churches to view evangelism and discipleship as
two unrelated events. The first event (evangelism) is required and necessary; the second
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(discipleship) adds to the Christian life. If churches are discipleship-focused, their missions
endeavors will be more strategic and grow faster. People who are discipled to live as healthy and
faithful followers of Christ will be more likely to be evangelistic in their daily life. Discipleship
is the catalyst for evangelism. If discipleship is the focus, churches may have increased
participation in missions efforts.
Additionally, if a church focuses on discipleship, their missions programs will likely be
more effective because they will have more significant goals than merely reporting numbers of
confessions of faith. Many churches gauge success by the number of souls won to Christ, but to
do so is short-sighted if there is no follow-up to guide new believers to Christ. God doesn't want
converts; he wants followers (Matthew 9:9, Mark 1:17). Churches today must decide how their
missions endeavors can model Paul's method of multiplying followers, not simply adding them.
Growth by multiplication is faster and healthier than growth by addition. Growth by addition is
often shallow because many people make professions of faith for emotional reasons or feel
pressured by an outsider. If an individual is not discipled to a full assurance of their faith, they
will not be rooted to Christ through his word. When another doctrine comes along that piques
their interest or the harsh conditions of life scorch the little growth they have seen; they will fall
away (Luke 8:4-8). Addition can quickly become subtraction.
Finally, churches must put plans that focus on leading and not managing.64 Churches
should focus on how they might quickly and effectively train converts to lead independently. As
David Garrison observes, "the best way to bring about change" is by "unleashing vibrant, living
Christianity.”65 Churches must consider how they will evangelize and lead believers to maturity.
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They must consider how they can act strategically like Paul, who remained with a church or
congregation for several months and even years to ground them in the faith. These time
constraints act is a hurdle for churches engaging in international mission fields. Jobs and
schedules often do not permit church members to stay on the field for longer than a few weeks at
a time. Churches much consider how they can support growth in international locations over
time without causing local churches to become too dependent on them.

Paul on Multiplication and Discipleship Principles
From a strategic perspective, the ministry model of multiplication provided a few
solutions to Paul and the church's challenges. First, it solved the practical dilemma of getting the
gospel out to the world. By multiplying himself, a teacher was training more teachers who
would, in turn, multiply themselves. The church's mission to fulfill the Great Commission can
never be realized unless the entire body participates in it. Multiplication gives the church a
strategic way to participate in the global mission of Christ. Second, the multiplication model also
put a strategic weapon in the hands of the church to fight false doctrine, which was running
rampant in the church. Thanks partly to the commonly shared Greek language, the value Roman
culture placed on learning, and the vast Roman road network, false teachings were also fasttracked throughout the empire. As the churches grew lazy and failed to commit themselves to the
word, false doctrine seeped into the congregation. Their lack of zeal concerning discipleship
quickly translated into a lack of zeal for evangelism. Allen observes, "The great heresies in the
early church arose not from the rapid expansion resulting from the work of these unknown
teachers, but in those churches which were longest established, and where the Christians were
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not so busily engaged in converting the heathen round them.”66 Without an authoritative doctrine
confirmed by witnesses, the churches in Roman regions had little hope in competing with false
messages (Galatians 1:6-9; 2 Timothy 1:13-5). One practical outworking of Paul's model of
multiplication ensures that local believers are taught how to rightly handle the word of God,
which is an essential step in ensuring a church can govern itself.67 Suppose a church is strictly set
up to receive spiritual instruction and guidance from outside missionaries. This teaches the
church that this work is only an outside commodity or a tool to be wielded only in the hands of a
professional ministry, not themselves. As a result, the gospel's spread is hindered, and local
believers' spiritual maturity is unnecessarily stifled. It also guaranteed that Paul could remain
highly mobile as an “itinerant missionary rather than a residential one.”68
Paul encouraged his disciples to put an organized structure for teaching and equipping
along these lines. This church leadership structure was established in elders and deacons (bishops
and servants) who would oversee the gospel and ministry work. This structure was strategic for
Paul in that it mirrored God's design for creation (1 Timothy 3:1-7).69 For example, Paul returned
to Lystra several times throughout his journeys, and on his second trip, put elders in place to
govern the church. Acts 14:22-23 details Paul and Barnabas' strategy was to strengthen “the
souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and saying that through many
tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.” To achieve this goal, the two apostles
“appointed elders for them in every church, with prayer and fasting they committed them to the
Lord in whom they had believed” (Acts 14:23).
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In Crete, Paul tasked Titus with establishing order by appointing elders in every town or
church center (Titus 1:5). Church governance ensured that the church could administrate itself by
leaders indigenous to its community when its appointed leader (Timothy, Titus, etc.) were sent
away by Paul on another ministry errand or to troubled congregations.70 Self-governing is one of
three qualities Roland Allen identifies as necessary if a church is going to expand the gospel.71
One only has to read through Paul’s qualifications for overseers in the church to discover the
strategic nature of church leadership (1 Timothy 3:8-13). The godliness of their lives placed a
spotlight on the transformative power of the gospel. And their ability to shepherd others by
teaching them how to exercise themselves in godliness became a direct reflection of the good
news that was committed to their trust (1 Timothy 6:20). Just as the gospel had been committed
to Paul’s trust (1 Timothy 1:11), now he was passing the baton of ministry to Timothy (2
Timothy 1:13). Timothy’s job was to “guard” or observe this strategic pattern of ministry (1
Timothy 6:20; 2 Timothy 1:13-14). In his book, The Spontaneous Expansion of the Church,
Roland Allen puts it this way, "If the first groups of native Christians are not fully organized
churches which can multiply themselves, but must wait upon a foreign bishop to move, they are
in bondage.”72 Paul knew that a church would not replicate itself without an equipped group of
elders who share authority in teaching and leading the church in sacraments.73 The church might
make individual converts, but it could not teach converts how to govern themselves without
outside assistance. For the gospel to reach the ends of the earth, Paul knew churches and
communities of believers must replicate, not just individuals. In his commitment to establishing
new churches, Paul "wasn't interested in getting decisions for Christ," says pastor Tony Merida,
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but "disciples of Christ."74 He returned to difficult areas as often as possible to strengthen the
leaders there.75
At heart, Paul knew how to assess the challenges before him and offer practical solutions
that helped him reach his ultimate goal (sharing the mystery of Christ). He battled the power of
hell, disunity in the church, and false teachings along the way. His letters prove that although
similar, these problems were birthed and experienced in unique local contexts. Continuing, in
Corinth, the church battled greed and selfishness. In Ephesus and Colossae, the church battled
false doctrines of the Judaizers and pagan philosophies. In Crete, the church battled disordered
homes and worship. These problems were individually resolved through a Spirit-empowered
plan for strategic discipleship.
Paul's confidence in his calling was primarily due to his creative problem-solving
concerning churches cursed with sin. Yet, his supreme confidence was in the sovereign hand of
God, who plotted his paths for him and opened new doors even through the turmoil of angry
crowds and furious rulers. As a missionary, Eliot Clark points out in his book detailing the
suffering of Paul, "the constant chase of plans and itineraries isn't necessarily a sign of
missionary failure, rather an opportunity to walk in the Pauline quality of strategic flexibility for
the cause of Christ.”76 He continued, “with God, there are no wasted journeys.”77 Paul viewed
each side-trip or change of plans as an opportunity to meet his primary goal: to steward his
calling and serve Christ better.78
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Bridges to Modern-Day Missions Endeavors
The modern church has several opportunities to mirror his strategic thinking in looking at
Paul. While churches across the US may be committed to missions project and short-term
endeavors, few genuinely walk in the strategic thinking modeled by the apostle. Now that we
have established a biblical precedent for strategic planning, let us summarize the history of the
strategic planning movement during modern times. A comparison of strategic planning in
different industries is practical to paint the landscape of possibilities for church missions
organizations.
Organizations employ strategic planning extensively because it is essential to accomplish
their desired objectives and set goals. Programs inside a non-profit may then utilize these
objectives to develop specific action plans that satisfy the program’s requirements while staying
true to the organization’s overall vision and mission. Non-profit organizations, unlike for-profit
organizations, concentrate on creating human value, serving the needs of the vulnerable in
society, and improving people’s lives in numerous sectors across the globe. These demands and
issues that non-profits encounter while solving problems and providing large amounts of help to
communities necessitate strategic planning. This enthusiasm explains why many people have
adopted or are building strategic managerial skills.
In comparison to for-profit firms, non-profit organizations are less likely to embrace and
implement strategic planning. These organizations seldom use the advantages of their non-profit
status, such as tax exemptions, broad consumer segmentation, and a focus on sustainability rather
than profits. Religious groups, like non-profits, may also benefit from the advantages obtained
through strategic planning. This research study focuses on the history of strategic planning
adoption, a comparison of strategic planning between for-profit and non-profit businesses, and
31

successful strategic planning methodologies used by non-profits. The context of my research will
primarily focus on organizations in the United States (US).

Summary of Strategic Planning in Religious and Non-Profit Settings
Researchers agree that strategic planning practices help religious, public, and non-profit
agencies anticipate and adapt to rapidly changing settings when appropriately implemented.79
These organizations increasingly use strategic planning methods and models to enhance
efficiency and outcomes, just like secular settings. However, because strategic planning did not
grow within non-profit organizations until the 1980s, most implementations are basic and
rudimentary, even today.80 We will review these predominant strategic planning models that
these religious and non-profit entities have successfully adopted. The main strategic planning
models commonly seen in non-profit organizations and religious groups include essential
strategic planning, goal or issue-based strategic planning, scenario planning, self-organization
models, and alignment models.
Essential strategic planning may be applied in the initial year of a non-profit to produce a
roadmap of how projects are done and then expanded upon in succeeding years to assure clear
guidelines. Senior leaders often are the only ones involved in this planning, and sometimes it can
simply resemble a single workshop setting. This model helps organizations through several steps
of basic strategic planning. The planning stakeholders or board first establishes the
organization’s purpose, operations, resources, and support needs. Second, they assess what is
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already operational and what needs development. The third stage determines how these changes
should be accomplished and finally includes those changes in the basic strategic plan.
While each non-profit or religious organization is different (staffing, purpose, funding),
one important aspect is that strategic plans should not weigh down the organization; they should
be "just enough, but no more."81 In “The Sustainability Mindset,” strategists Zimmerman and
Bell propose that with non-profits, “mindset is nurtured less by lengthy strategic plans and more
by keeping strategy front and center all the time.”82
Common types of strategic planning approaches within non-profits and religious
organizations are summarized below:

Goal or Issue-Based Strategic Planning
Small religious groups have also embraced the goal-based strategic planning model as an
add-on to basic strategic planning, which is predominant among entities after their primary
growth phases, often on an annual basis.

Scenario Planning
The scenario planning model might be utilized with other models to guarantee that
planners engage in strategic thinking. The concept might be beneficial in defining strategic
concerns and objectives, for example.
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Self-Organization Strategic Planning
Self-organization strategic planning models are also referred to as organic models. This
strategic planning model generally assumes a cause-effect or general-to-specific nature.83 For
instance, the procedures frequently start with an overall evaluation of the group’s external and
internal ecosystems, followed by a strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats (SWOT)
analysis, underpinning and prioritizing concerns, and then formulating particular plans to solve
the issues. Certain cultures, such as Native American Indians, may favor organic and expanding
planning techniques over typical mechanical, linear planning approaches. Continuous attention
on establishing shared beliefs, engaging in dialogue concerning these values, and continuing
shared assessment on the system’s existing processes are all required for the self-organization
strategic planning model.84

Alignment Strategic Planning
The alignment model’s ultimate goal is to align the group’s goals and resources. This
concept helps organizations fine-tune tactics or ascertain why they do not work in failure
situations. This strategy may be used if an organization has several internal efficiency
difficulties. With so many variables at play, such as organization, resources, capital
requirements, regulation, and economies of scale, it is increasingly vital for alignment to focus
on strategic planning.85
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Comparison of for-profit and Non-profit Businesses
While both non-profits and for-profit enterprises sometimes operate similarly, there are
subtle differences in how they operate, are staffed, and how those within their organization are
held accountable. One significant difference can be seen in their approach to strategic planning.
A mission statement is something that every entity possesses, both for-profit and non-profit
alike. However, a standard for-profit firm's stated goal is to grow its business and make money
for its stakeholders. The goal of a non-profit organization is to fill a need in the neighborhood,
county, nation, or world.
Strategic planning is the process of establishing goals, resource needs, market conditions,
and, ultimately, a path for the organization’s future. It can be similar to a business plan or more
general and high-level. Nevertheless, both organizational systems mentioned have several
similarities; they both have targets in mind and a desire to develop a path toward those targets.
The input source is one of the most visible differences between for-profit and non-profit
enterprises. The for-profit enterprise always compensates workers and consultants to help study
and formulate industry visions. In addition, outside stakeholders are usually encouraged to
participate in the planning process if they support or profit from the entity.
In a for-profit firm, scheduling planning meetings is straightforward. Most stakeholders
prioritize strategic planning and will arrange sessions appropriately. Organizing planning
meetings at a non-profit is often more challenging since stakeholders are involved sparsely,
maybe bi-vocational, and may not consider the effort of strategic planning even to be essential.
For-profit and non-profit firms vary in organizational memory and their capacity for
management continuity. As with most non-profit groups in the United States (US), a lack of
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continuity is a major strategic management issue. Each non-profit is different, but many have a
high degree of turnover. The organization tumbles from one attempt to the next as they
experience turnover, making financial execution and goal overrun concerns.86 Similar issues
may develop with for-profit businesses, but these companies are more likely to stick to their
strategic intentions irrespective of who is working for the company or its operations. New
executives often pick up the strategic planning process in the corporate world from the
predecessors’ last point of progress to ensure continuity. One reason is that in secular settings,
stakeholders often have investment expectations in secular business settings. Conversely, in a
religious or non-profit setting, workers are often volunteers and not compensated monetarily,
which naturally can lead to less accountability and more failures in the end.

The Landscape of Secular Strategic Planning

Background of Strategic Planning Methodologies in Secular Settings
The domain of strategic planning stretches back to ancient times of empires and warfare,
construction, and expansion. At the time, however, the concepts were not always formalized,
often appearing disoriented, immature, and yet to evolve into concepts seen in the modern-day
strategic planning and management realm. Therefore, some consider it a young discipline that
has matured and developed into defining and utilizing today. The beginnings of strategic
planning as we know it may be traced back to the 1960s, with key influences coming from
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visionaries such as Ansoff (1965), Chandler (1962), and Andrews (1966). Since then, it has
grown tremendously, becoming a more developed and established discipline in the business
management realm. Over time, strategic planning concepts have stabilized while broadening
their scope of themes. Both non-profit and corporate entities are increasingly embracing it,
improving upon and researching new strategic planning techniques to be deployed and managed
across the United States and the world.
The Kennedy administration and Ford Motor Company are two early examples of entities
that embraced strategic planning advancements within the US private industry. For example,
when Ford's CEO, Robert McNamara, was appointed US Defense secretary, he brought an
already proven planning process that helped him acquire prestige related to making crucial
military-strategic choices.87 His accomplishments were extensively publicized in the media and
corporate circles, resulting in the adoption and growth of the strategic planning doctrine.
Consequently, several multinational corporations started to implement their unique strategic
planning initiatives.88 Nearly a decade later, the notion of strategic planning made its public
debut. It was repeatedly showcased in government settings in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Strategic planning was borne out of a reaction to the criticism directed towards
comprehensive planning and the use of top-down organizational management approaches that
repeatedly failed to bear fruit. Due to their administrative demands and commercial complexity
as companies evolved with globalization in subsequent years, private for-profit corporate
organizations widely embraced strategic planning. Non-profit organizations have been sluggish
to embrace strategic planning over the years, but this is changing rapidly in the contemporary
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world. Competitiveness and improved data availability, according to research, are two factors
driving non-profits to embrace strategic planning. Due to various factors covered next, some of
these non-profit organizations have been unable to implement strategic planning methodologies
effectively.
The non-profit segment consistently faces hurdles due to the complexity of the ecosystem
in which they often operate. Cases of misappropriation of funds and vagueness of objective
among many charity groups haven’t helped things either.89 External factors like the fuel crisis,
population upheavals, shifting attitudes, and privatization have resulted in resource shortages and
rivalries between charities and for-profit groups. Despite these obstacles, there’s been a
continuous increase in the utilization of charitable services. However, while demand continues to
climb, many non-profits find it more difficult to get financial resources. As a result, non-profits
have had to collaborate with other groups and enhance good governance practices and
disclosure.90 In contrast, many non-profit organizations, particularly the successful, see little
sense in developing novel strategies because their position is secure and they are satisfied with
their achievements.
On the other hand, these entities are unaware of the potential value gains only achievable
through practicing sound strategic planning. The strategy implementation often necessitates the
creation of a corporate structure to support the recognized goals and obstacles. Failure to attain
goals is expected when this is not done, especially in non-profits, because they lack that
backbone of corporate structure.
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Highlighted Methodologies Used in Strategic Settings
This research summarizes several successful strategic planning methods commonly used
in secular settings. Many strategic planning methods have been developed within and for specific
industries, such as manufacturing. Other methods are more general and span many industries
interchangeably. The military and government agencies have even developed and use their
methods today. Some of these should be considered in other industries to achieve positive
results. Finally, strategic methods are ever-evolving. With technological advancements at play,
we have yet to see the potential surrounding emerging technologies, such as the application of
machine learning applied to strategic planning data.

Manufacturing Examples of Strategic Planning
Manufacturing industries have embraced strategic planning and execution methods since
Edwards Deming was successful with his methodologies in Japan in the 1960s. When Deming
was unsuccessful in evangelizing his statistical, evaluative approach (called Total Quality
Management [TQM]) in the United States, he found his way to the manufacturing realm in
Japan, where his methods were well received. As a result, much of Deming's continuous
improvement and data gathering techniques are recognized as transforming the Japanese
economy into a first-world, thriving juggernaut.
Since the successes in Japan have been recognized worldwide, manufacturing
corporations, in particular, have built on these basic TQM techniques. LEAN91 continuous
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improvement methods and Six Sigma certifications 92were the results. Both have been widely
implemented throughout the manufacturing world, with LEAN methodologies accepted into
other industries such as construction and engineering.

Military and Government Agency Examples of Strategic Planning
Military entities and government agencies worldwide have grown to be known as shining
examples of strategic planning, albeit sometimes rigid and systematic. Nevertheless, several
techniques or approaches are noteworthy as being borne from the military realm. For example,
both wargaming or simulations and red teaming have been concepts derived from these entities.
Military units or agencies simulate entire scenarios from start to finish in the wargaming
scenario, often in a computer model. This computer model applies both physics and psychology
coding or inputs. The model's output can produce results such as the projected number of deaths
in a particular war, impact and spread of disease, and any number of other scenarios. These
likely outcomes are then compared to each other, and decisions are made based on the best
outcome. Computer properties can be adjusted, and the simulation rerun with different
conditions, even in parallel for comparison purposes.93 As computing advances, these simulated
results become more realistic and accurate. The techniques used in these simulations are the
beginnings of sometimes controversial techniques such as predictive analytics, which can predict
what a person, population, or country will do under certain circumstances. Modeling outcomes is
not new or unique to military use, as these concepts are seen in theory-driven evaluation
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techniques in many other settings ranging from politics to marketing.94 However, the differences
in approach can be stark because not all entities have billion-dollar budgets for such evaluations.
Another strategic planning method that has been developed in military circles is the
technique of red teaming. In short, red teaming is a method used by groups to play "devil's
advocate" with a particular plan, strategy, or scenario.95 While it is true that the term “devil’s
advocate” can be traced to Vatican roots in the thirteenth century, the modern techniques were
formalized within the US military during the Cold War era in the early 1960s.96 Successful red
teaming is much more than just giving one's opinion; there are guidelines set in place for exactly
how to conduct these workshops and improve the plan at hand. For a red team to be successful,
the receiving team (the ones who created the plan being analyzed) must be open and willing to
be criticized and molded. Part of the success of this red team method is that within the military,
individuals and groups at the core are required to "lose self," thereby being open to constructive
criticism and reproof. Red teaming techniques have been successfully transported to many other
industries recently after these concepts became well documented and were first introduced to the
public in the early 2000s.97
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Business Examples of Strategic Planning
Taking more of a general view of strategic planning, one can see that strategic planning
techniques are widespread throughout the business world. Within this realm, there are several
techniques and methods that commonly appear in business planning.
Most companies or startups are familiar with strategic planning because they began a
business plan. This plan is often required to achieve financial backing and must comprehensively
cover the various aspects of the business, starting with the mission and vision statements of the
business. In addition, these plans commonly contain several other aspects: resource assessment,
financial projections, matrix mapping, and SWOT98 analysis. It is widely accepted that the more
detailed the plan, the higher the probability of success, resulting in a risk-reduction tool. Most of
these strategic planning techniques are flexible to the needs of the project or organization at
hand. In matrix mapping, for example, one can cross-reference any two factors as appropriate for
the situation (profitability vs. impact, quality vs. cost, features vs. focus, and so on).99
Detailed accounting methods such as return-on-investment (ROI) calculations are often
part of a business's strategic plan, whereas investments components are evaluated holistically or
individually. The basic concept with ROI analysis is to understand whether the investment will
return value equal to or greater than the initial investment. This can be very straightforward.
However, the complexity of specific business environments can make it difficult, especially
when considering avoided costs, such as not consistently a straightforward calculation.
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Most business organizations, especially the larger corporation that may be publicly traded
and have higher accountability standards, employ some form of key performance indicator (KPI)
throughout their organization. KPIs are established across an organization to varying degrees, but
at the root, include easily-understood targets or goals. These targets vary from industry to
industry but may include the number of clients obtained, the number of widgets to be produced,
and other quantitative data captured. Consequently, an organization's employee or department
can be measured against these targets periodically to maintain consistency and ensure that the
plan is "on track." Often, individual compensation or bonus programs correlate to KPIs set in
place.

Technological Advancements Impacting Strategic Planning
While strategic planning concepts have evolved over the past century due to the industrial
revolution, concepts have remained relatively the same. In the end, organizations have a desire to
improve and achieve success. However, techniques to evaluate and plan for success have been
greatly enhanced due to the technology available, especially over the past 20 years.
First, tools are available to us now that exponentially increase our work efficiency and
ability to organize information and data. In the context of strategic planning, one can do more
planning with more detail and a greater ability to track this detail during the execution phase.
Communication availability has also had a positive impact on the ability of stakeholders to
collaborate and work on such plans. Access to high-speed internet and smartphones has
significantly impacted the strategic planning landscape, as more information is available to more
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people. Furthermore, collaboration can be achieved through many new and innovative ways,
including virtual conferencing.
Emerging technology such as blockchain ledgers, cryptocurrency, artificial intelligence,
and machine learning are changing the world in which we live. In the future, many decisions
made and documented by manual strategic plans will likely be no longer needed (at least to some
degree). Instead, decisions will likely be made by adherence to coding structures as we
eventually move into a robotic age. This change could positively and negatively impact
industries as they struggle with giving up the "human touch." But on the other hand, such
capabilities could potentially free stakeholders from monotonous tasks related to strategic
planning and manual data collection to focus on more important work.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Methodology Introduction
This research employs a mixed research method, accomplished through a combination of
literature review and survey. These methods are described in this chapter, and have been shaped
to include both qualitative and quantitative aspects, and that is why this research is categorized as
a mixed research method.100 In the survey itself (Appendix A), was designed to include
questions which sought opinions of the participants which had to be interpreted by this author.
Since quantitative categories were also included, groupings and comparisons could easily be
made in the analysis. Therefore, the survey itself is multifaceted. This, in combination with the
extensive literature review (biblical and secular) make this a mixed research method study.
Literature analysis citations have been presented in the previous chapter, bringing clarity
to, and making a case for the need for organizations to employ strategic planning methods in
both religious and secular settings. Next, this author will present the results of a unique and
relevant survey supplementing the overarching ideas of this study. Finally, by interpreting the
survey data categorizing and organizing the results into meaningful insights on the topic, this
author will reinforce the need and pinpoint both pain points and desired outcomes.
The primary purpose of this mixed research is to answer the main question as to whether
or not church missions organizations utilize strategic planning methods adequately. The
secondary focus is on identifying gaps and trends in strategic planning, culminating in
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recommendations and actionable steps for improving mission programs in churches of various
sizes based on the data. The research methodology described herewith starts with discussion of
the literature review followed by the survey process in that order. This combination assisted this
author in validating and exploring the main questions of this study as well as yielded real-world
data to showcase actual usage of strategic planning in SBC churches through extensive survey.

Research Design / Research Questions
Overall, the survey questions directly relate to the overarching questions at the
center of this study, as relayed in the introduction of this paper. These questions have been
addressed with both a biblical world view and a secular world view as put forth in the literature
review of this study. These overarching research questions were then addressed in detail through
the vehicle of the survey which is herewith described and presented.

The survey itself contains thirty questions divided into eight parts. This structure is
shown in Figure 3.1 below, with a summarized description of each part to follow. Combining the
survey questions into parts showed an organized approach so that similar questions were asked in
succession and flowed logically. In addition, the numbering of the survey was formatted by part
and not by individual question, the purpose of which was to allow the participant to feel as
though they were running through only eight survey parts as opposed to a full 30 questions if
numbered in sequence. This survey is available in its entirety in Appendix A of this paper.
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Survey Outline/Structure
Informed Consent/Begin Survey
Part 1: Demographics

2 Questions

Part 2: Missions Structure

3 Questions

Part 3: Missions Insights

3 Questions

Part 4: Missions Strategy

6 Questions

Part 5: Missions Administration

4 Questions

Part 6: Missions Miscellaneous

5 Questions

Part 7: Missions Technology

5 Questions

Part 8: Missions Consultants

2 Questions

Thank You / Submit Survey / End

Figure 3.1: Survey Outline/Structure

Population
In total, 2,350 survey invitations went out to church leaders across all fifty states within
the United States of America. After three months, the survey was closed, and results were
collected from a total of 328 participants. This 14% response rate yielded adequate coverage for
substantial analysis and exceeded this author’s goal of obtaining at least 200 responses. Results
were obtained from forty-six out of fifty states which supplied an adequate dataset for analysis.

In addition to the SBC church affiliation requirement, several other criteria were used to
select which churches were included in this survey. First, churches must be located in one of the
fifty states within the United States of America. Also, churches must have a valid email address
to receive the survey invitation. And finally, participants must have internet access to view and
complete the online survey. From a location standpoint, only churches inside a 25-mile radius of
major metropolitan areas were included. Also, only churches that had formal missions programs
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were included (determined by church website information). In this way, the profiles of survey
respondents were similar to each other demographically, and thus analysis could be more
focused because of this narrowed pool of participants. These stratification criterion yielded a
pool of 2,350 churches, which proved to be adequate in achieving over the goal of 200
responses.

Participants
The Institutional Review Board has formally approved the plan for gathering survey data
used in this study. Following this approval, survey invitations were sent out to a comprehensive
cross-section of individuals. Initially, the survey recipient pool was narrowed down by using
both the the stratification and sample size identification methods which includes criteria to
ensure an even regional geographic spread of churches with membership in the SBC resulting in
over 200 survey participants.
Appropriate efforts have been made within that group to spread the church size criteria
and geographic location as evenly as possible (explained in greater detail in the data presentation
chapter of this study). For example, survey invitations were sent to a wide variety of church
sizes, allowing for a more in-depth analysis of the results based on size. Questions within the
survey were formulated to gather such information about the responding organization to be
easily filtered and sorted based on organization size, age, and other criteria. Questions within the
survey were both objective and subjective by nature. This variety yielded a deep and
multifaceted understanding of the current state of strategy within church mission programs.
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Procedure
Gathering contact information for survey participants was achieved by deploying several
manual gathering procedures as explained herewith. Primarily, by utilizing the SBC website’s
“find a church” function, information was garnered by searching state-by-state and finally
copying the email addresses into a spreadsheet tabbed for each state. Several state SBC offices
were contacted to acquire contact lists; however, this was largely unsuccessful except for two
notable states (Ohio and Texas). In many cases, email addresses were not available either via the
SBC church directory web page or on the church website itself. In this case phone calls were
made to obtain the appropriate email addresses, with varying degrees of success.

Thus, contact information was collected for each church on a master spreadsheet with
tabs for each state during this survey targeting stage. An example of this spreadsheet can be
reviewed within this study and is found in Appendix C for reference. Information sought for each
entry included Church name, address, website address, phone number, email address, and main
points of contact for the missions organization in each church.

Recruitment of survey participants (as selected by the stratification sampling method),
was wholly conducted through email. In this email, the potential survey participant was informed
who was conducting the survey, the associated institution, and what the purpose of the survey
was (Appendix B). This message was sent digitally via email and thus did not require a written
response or acknowledgment. In this way, consent was granted by each survey participant when
they proceeded to the actual survey itself. This consent documentation appeared to the survey
participants on the first slide of their survey and they had to agree with a check box in the
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affirmative in order to proceed. This informed consent language can be referenced in Appendix
B of this study.

Data Collection
Churches who made the target list were sent two emails requesting participation in the
survey. The first was an introductory invitation with a secure survey link. The second email
followed a month later, containing a thank you for participation and a survey completion
reminder allowing participants an opportunity to participate if they were unable to complete the
survey initially. Both of these emails can be referenced in Appendix B. In line with Institutional
Review Board requirements and standards, all data associated with this survey shall be
permanently deleted within three years of the initial approval. This author will be deleting all
data currently hosted on the Qualtrics program on or before January 1st, 2023.

Data Analysis
This data was analyzed through the reporting capabilities within the survey software
itself, Qualtrics. Data was also exported to Microsoft Excel for further analysis and comparison
of the data groupings in order to produce charts and tables.
This data was first analyzed holistically, that is, without any filtering or grouping of the
data. Then, this author grouped the data into many different categories (as shown below in the
data analysis groupings table (Figure 3.2). This data analysis is fully presented in the subsequent
chapter of this study.
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Data Analysis Groupings
1. No Grouping (All Questions, All Responses)
2. Grouped by Church Size (Small)
3. Grouped by Church Size (Medium)
4. Grouped by Church Size (Large)
5. Grouped by Church Size (Extra Large)
6. Grouped by Geographic Location (Northeast)
7. Grouped by Geographic Location (South)
8. Grouped by Geographic Location (Midwest)
9. Grouped by Geographic Location (West/Pacific)

Figure 3.2: Data Analysis Groupings

Trustworthiness
This survey did not provide any compensation to participants, and it was made clear that
there would be no expectation of direct benefit of any person undertaking the survey.
Participants were not coerced in anyway to participate outside of the documented email
invitations and Informed Consent document provided to all participants.
From a security standpoint, the survey distribution and collection software, Qualtrics,
uses multifactor authentication and thus participants were confident that data breach risk was
minimal. Furthermore, no IP addresses were collected in the process, and there were no
questions within the survey itself that would allow for participant identification, even by the
author of the survey.
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Research Methodology Conclusion
The development of the survey’s structure and content supported the overarching
question: whether churches are deploying strategic planning methods in their missions programs.
This author successfully delivered a sound literature review supporting the act of strategic
planning from both a secular and biblical viewpoint. Furthermore, this author has developed and
conducted a sound survey consisting of both quantitative and qualitative criteria, as approved by
the Institutional Review Board. In summary, this combination of mixed-research yielded the best
results so that this author could validate current strategic planning usage throughout SBC
churches and make appropriate recommendations (next chapters).
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA PRESENTATION

Survey Organization

Survey Part 1: Demographics

The first part of the survey contained two questions that would ultimately help sort and
filter the survey results at a high level. The first question is related to church size, and
respondents were asked to select the category which represents their church size (up to 50
members, between 50 and 500 members, between 500 and 2,000 members, and over 2,000
members).

The second question of the demographics part of the survey relates to the church's
location. Survey participants selected the state where their church is located within the United
States (US). For data analysis purposes, the survey results have been organized and grouped by
the following four regions to match guidance from the US Census Bureau: Northeast, South,
Midwest, and West (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: US Census Region Map

Throughout this survey, other demographics have been implied, which will support data
analysis efforts. An example of this is church affiliation. This survey was only sent out to
members in the SBC, so, therefore, affiliation is implied in this instance. Church affiliation can
be utilized as a demographic filter in future studies. For example, a prospective survey can be
sent to Baptist General Convention churches or other Christian denominations and then
compared and contrasted to the original SBC dataset.

Survey Part 2: Missions Structure

Part 2 of the survey included how the church has structured its missions program. These
questions directly relate to who is responsible for missions program leadership, congregation
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engagement, and outside partnerships. These overarching questions pinpoint how each missions
program has been set up, structured, and governed.

Survey Part 3: Missions Insights

A more detailed overview of a missions program is captured in Part 3 of the survey,
yielding insights into the makeup and personality of the program itself. Questions within this part
of the survey consist of objective and subjective questions. The overall missions program
framework is further defined through inquiries related to staffing, impact/effectiveness, and the
degree to which a program is based on biblical principles.

Part 4: Missions Strategy

This part of the survey contains questions detailing how a church’s mission program has
been planned and executed, focusing on the root of what this study seeks to discover; whether or
not a church has performed comprehensive strategic planning and execution means and methods.
If they have, to what degree and how? And if they have not, does this reflect in the outcomes
related to the missions efforts?

The first question in this part asks whether the church has a formal, published mission
strategy set in place. If answered in the affirmative, the remaining questions focus on the details
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of said strategy. If the participant selects that they do not have a formal mission strategy, the
survey will automatically skip the participant to the next section as appropriate.

Specific questions in this section relate to how robust a church is concerning tracking
results and the program's accountability. These questions begin to script the overall picture of
that particular church’s missions strategy. In addition, these answers can be utilized later during
data analysis to benchmark churches, showing how they compare to the other datasets.

Part 5: Missions Administration

Part 5 of the survey relates to the execution of the missions projects themselves and how
closely these actions are tied back to the overall program strategy. For example, do individual
projects track results or outcomes after each project? Is feedback actively sought and evaluated
from missions project participants during and after the projects themselves? Is feedback sought
from beneficiaries of the various missions projects?

This part of the survey also touches on several important aspects of how their projects are
administered from an approval and financial standpoint. Survey participants are asked whether
churches have formal processes to evaluate and set up new projects. And finally, information is
sought on how the church's mission projects are funded.

Part 6: Missions Miscellaneous
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This part of the survey gathers several qualitative responses related to aspects of missions
programs that do not necessarily fall into one of the main categories described in the other survey
parts but are essential to the overall analysis. These questions provide insight into several aspects
such as the respondent's satisfaction with the missions program, how well a typical church
member can articulate the missions strategy, missions planning timing, and overall workload
experiences by missions project stakeholders.

Part 7: Technology

Part 7 of the survey evaluates and draws out various aspects of technology use during the
planning and execution of missions programs. The purpose of this part of the survey is to
understand whether technology has any noticeable impacts on mission program results and to
what degree various tools are used. Because this author has a professional background in an
industry directly related to technology, emphasis has been put on this area. There are six
questions in this section ranging from what computer applications are used in planning to the
overall impact that they have had on missions projects themselves.

Part 8: Missions Consultants

The purpose of this final component of the survey, Part 8, is to ascertain whether a church
has engaged with an outside consultant individual or company to evaluate and improve their
missions program. The survey is brought to a close by asking participants what aspects would be
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the most important to improve if they were given the opportunity to work with an outside
consultant or company. These responses provide insights into a church's internal capabilities and
pinpoint important areas to most churches as related to continuous improvement.

Ultimately, this research paper seeks to be a basis for this author and others to help
churches evaluate themselves and improve where needed. In this way, missions programs can
articulate and improve upon the common goal for missions program participants, which
universally is to maximize their impact on the kingdom of God.

Survey Results Overview
Survey results data are presented within this chapter, first as a high-level overview and
then broken down by several different groupings. In addition, readers may reference Appendix A
containing the entire survey in which the specific wording, as well as the results of each of the
thirty questions, are available.

Overall, the 328 respondents represented churches of all sizes. Survey participation
represented 46 states throughout the USA, with the largest percentage of respondents coming
from Alabama, Texas, and Tennessee. See Figure 4.2 for a tabular display of the survey
response distribution across all states. This distribution is representative of the current
concentration of SBC-affiliated churches throughout the country with the largest number of
churches being located in the Southern states such as Tennessee, Texas, Georgia, and so on (as
explained in the research methodology chapter of this study). Nevertheless, geographic
representation was distributed across a high percentage of overall states except for Montana,
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New Hampshire, North Dakota, and Rhode Island. For the data analysis purposes, and as
explained in the research methodology chapter, these states have been grouped into the following
regions: Northeast, South, Midwest, and West/Pacific.

Survey Response Geographic Distribution (Largest # of Responses to Smallest)

US State Name

Percentage of
Survey
Participation

Tennessee
Texas
Alabama
South Carolina
Virginia
California
Florida
Georgia
Arizona
Colorado
Kansas
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Maryland
Kentucky
Arkansas
Indiana
Ohio
Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Oklahoma
Wisconsin

7.38%
7.38%
7.08%
4.62%
4.31%
4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
3.69%
3.69%
3.69%
3.69%
3.08%
2.77%
2.46%
2.15%
1.85%
1.85%
1.85%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%

US State Name
(Cont'd)
Connecticut
Nevada
New Mexico
Washington
Delaware
Idaho
Iowa
Louisiana
Mississippi
New Jersey
Utah
District of Columbia
Hawaii
Oregon
South Dakota
Alaska
Maine
Nebraska
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming
Montana
New Hampshire
North Dakota
Rhode Island

Percentage of
Survey
Participation
(Cont'd)
1.23%
1.23%
1.23%
1.23%
0.92%
0.92%
0.92%
0.92%
0.92%
0.92%
0.92%
0.62%
0.62%
0.62%
0.62%
0.31%
0.31%
0.31%
0.31%
0.31%
0.31%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Figure 4.2
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A Profile of Church Missions Programs
Overall, the respondents were shown to have a relatively even mix of missions program
leadership structures. Most responded that their makeup was volunteer or member-led, while
others indicated that they employed full-time staff dedicated to missions. Only a small
percentage of churches (4.07%) indicated that regarding missions, they had no leadership and
that individual missions projects were managed by the mission project participants themselves
(although the exception here was apparent in small church sizes).

As it relates to congregation engagement in missions, a majority of churches (61.22%)
indicated that there was a moderate or high level of engagement throughout church membership.
In this grouping, engagement was defined broadly as either participating in the planning and
execution of mission projects or engagement through support (both financial and prayer).

While engagement proved to be high throughout church membership, the data showed
that overall the members’ understanding and awareness of the church mission strategy was less
than ideal. Expressly, when asked how well their church members could clearly articulate their
missions strategy, a surprising 71.67% of respondents indicated that less than half of their church
membership could do so.

A high percentage of churches (67.95%) reported that they often maintained a partnership
with an outside mission organization such as the International Mission Board, the North
American Mission Board, Compassion International, or similar. However, 56.78% of churches
reported that they had either no paid staff dedicated to missions or were understaffed for
missions.
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When asked whether their church mission programs were based on biblical principles, an
overwhelming majority (93.87%) indicated that this was often or always the case, and only a
small percentage admitted that this was never or rarely the case. Most churches (73.23%)
indicated their ability to advance the Kingdom of God was categorized as high, showcasing their
effectiveness and ability to achieve desired results in this context. Church leaders were asked to
rank their level of personal satisfaction with the current state of their missions program(s) on a
scale of 1 (lowest) and 10 (highest). While the mean ranking came in relatively high at 6.40,
approximately 25% of respondents ranked their satisfaction a five or below, indicating room for
improvement in this area.

When it comes to strategy, churches were asked whether they had a formal, published
missions strategy in place. Almost a quarter of churches (24.03%) indicated that they did have a
distinct missions strategy in place. However, the most prominent representation (50%) came
from churches that indicated they did have a missions strategy. Still, it was part of their overall
church strategy with little or no distinction between the two areas. The remaining 25.97% of
churches indicated that they did not have a missions strategy in place, with over half of that
segment indicating that they were actively working on it.

Maturity and Frequency of Strategy Reviews
Out of those that indicated that they did have a missions strategy in place, a large
percentage (37.44%) of them have had this strategy in place for over ten years. Other responses
were distributed between other choices, "less than 1 year," "between 1 and 5 years,” and
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"between 5 and 10 years." When asked how often a church internally reviews or updates its
missions strategy, the most common answer was “annually” at 45.66%. Others indicated that
strategy reviews took place monthly, quarterly, every two-to-three years, or more than three
years, with a fairly even distribution. Finally, a small percentage (8.68%) of churches indicated
that they do not regularly update their missions strategy.

Outcomes and Continuous Improvement Measures
Concerning their missions strategies, churches were asked to indicate whether they
included targets and goals that could, in turn, be measured against and evaluated objectively
(such as metrics and key performance indicators). Only 29.22% of churches responded that
"yes," they did employ measures like this, with 38.81% indicating "sometimes" and 31.96%
indicating "no." Concerning mission projects, churches were asked whether they evaluate results
or outcomes against goals set forth during planning. Here, 45.45% indicated "yes," 18.52%
indicated "no," while 36.03% indicated "sometimes." Additionally, the act of seeking feedback
was essential to most respondents when asked whether feedback was sought from mission
project participants during and after mission projects. 65.99% of churches indicated that they
practice this type of continuous improvement practice on mission projects either "always" or
"often." The next question focused on a similar feedback loop, but not from missions teams,
instead of from the recipients or beneficiaries of the mission projects. In this case, 52.19% of
churches indicated that this was undertaken either “often” or “always, leaving nearly half
indicating a lack of this type of improvement measure.
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When asked whether their missions strategy was disclosed or published openly for their
church membership to view, 63.47% indicated yes. Only 12.33% indicated no, with almost a
quarter (24.20%) indicating that some parts of their mission strategy were made available, but
not all.

Most churches (76.26%) indicated that their missions strategy was either strongly or
completely tied to their overall church strategy. In this case, overall church strategy was defined
as an overarching church vision, goals, and mission statement, usually updated annually or semiannually to include themes that provide the framework for overall church engagement.

When it comes to new mission project ideas, churches were asked whether they have a
formal process for evaluating and approving new projects and or programs (when coming from
church members). While 58.25% indicated yes, a surprisingly high percentage of churches
(41.75%) said no.

Regarding funding for missions projects and programs, churches indicated
overwhelmingly that these funds usually came from charitable giving of their church
membership through either tithes or special offerings (55.55%). However, a surprisingly high
percentage indicated that individuals or participants of the missions projects themselves were
expected to pay these expenses.

As far as the actual execution of the missions projects goes, most respondents felt that
their church did a good job planning out their projects ahead of time instead of last-minute
scrambling. Over 85% of churches indicated that most of their projects were planned well in
advance. However, despite this timely planning, 33.45% of church leadership responded that it
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was their perception that missions participants throughout churches were either overworked and
stretched thin or underworked with not enough to do. This resulting perception could indicate a
lack of communication to the project participants or a lack of strategy being deployed.
Furthermore, when asked whether missions participants feel stress or anxiety during the
execution of mission projects, an overwhelming 66.89% of churches reported this being the case
sometimes, often, or always.

Use of External Industry Methodologies and Technology
Finally, the survey focused on various aspects of technology adoption to get a feel for the
extent to which churches were deploying various technologies to help with their missions
programs.

According to the data, the most common technology used by church missions

organizations included the use of word processors (Microsoft Word or similar), spreadsheets
(Microsoft Excel or similar), video conferencing, email, and mobile device functionality. Less
than 1% of respondents (0.89%) indicated that they did not use any technology during their
planning and execution of missions projects.

Strategic planning methodologies commonly utilized in a church setting are borrowed
from outside industries, as verified in this survey. These methodologies can be seen in question
7.2 of the survey (referenced in Appendix A of this study). Out of the choices, churches
reporting in the affirmative indicated that the most common techniques used were SWOT
Analysis, Mind Maps, Return on Investment (ROI) Analysis, and Statistical Analysis, in that
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order of magnitude. However, a large percentage of churches (69.84%) indicated that they did
not deploy any of these types of techniques.

Most churches (63.19%) did indicate that they did have some willingness to investigate
the possible inclusion of fringe or emerging technologies, with machine-learning being one
example listed in this question. Considering the current adoption rate of smartphones, as an
example, most missions participants have access to and are familiar with the possibilities here.
Nevertheless, 68.95% of churches reported that they did not use any mobile device planning
application, potentially addressing the planning and execution of missions projects, tracking data,
and improving communication. However, a relatively high percentage of churches indicated that
they sought such technology or service but had not yet decided. When asked what features of a
missions planner computer application would be most important and valuable, church leadership
pinpointed the following as most important ones in descending order: schedule/tasks, calendar
reminder integration, results/metrics, photo/video integration, and goal setting. Several other
technology-usage ideas were not ranked as high. Nevertheless, they did receive some interest
from the survey responses, including social media integration, prayer request portals, and
document libraries for the storage of important or relevant files.

As is often the case, when technology is in the mix, security concerns are top of mind.
When asked whether churches were concerned with the security of missions-related data, most
churches (70.91%) indicated that this was a concern to some degree. However, a surprising
29.09% of churches indicated that in this regard, there were no concerns with data security and
that they do not foresee any issues with data security. In this survey question, data security was
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defined as protecting data such as project details, contact information, and participant
information.

The final survey section included two questions related to the use of outside consultants
(those who might be hired to engage with the church in helping to evaluate or improve a church's
planning, strategy, or execution of a missions program). In this instance, only 23.64% of
respondents indicated that they have engaged with such an outside consultant. Therefore, the
survey's final question asked survey participants which features of an outside consultant would
be most helpful or necessary to them if they were to engage with such an entity. According to the
survey data, the most desired features of an outside consultant would be, in order of importance,
unfiltered feedback, cost-effectiveness, practical recommendations or action items, in-person,
and concise and easy to follow.

Analysis by Geographic Location
While a concerted effort was made to spread the survey invitations throughout all
regions, naturally, the reach reflected the SBC population (church count) within each region. For
instance, when comparing the populations of Dallas, TX and Philadelphia, PA, they are very
similar in size (1.4 million vs. 1.5 million respectively).101 However, the number of churches in
Dallas, TX is approximately ten times the amount of SBC churches in Philadelphia, PA
according to the number of listed churches in the SBC website’s directory page.102 Thus, as
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expected, more surveys were filled out by SBC churches in the Southeast than in the Northeast,
and so on, reflecting the cross section of the SBC church population. Nevertheless, all regions
were adequately represented, allowing for a sound comparison.

By comparing each region's results with one another, one can look for any outlying data
or abnormal areas. Surprisingly, data analysis shows that most of the results do not change to a
high degree when sorted by church region. In other words, responses universally translated in
similar patterns across the board (within a +/- 5% variance on all responses).

Analysis by Church Size

Analysis of the survey, when sorted by church size, did yield insights. Early in the
survey, participants were asked to categorize their church by size. This author has categorized
the possible church sizes by congregation sizes of 1-50, 50-500, 500-2000, and above 2000. For
the purposes of this study, references to church size will be made by giving the numerical range,
not a name for each range, which could lead to misunderstanding. For example, some might
consider a church in the 50-500 range to be small, while others might consider that to be medium
in size; therefore, size categories will be avoided. Nevertheless, by analyzing and summarizing
the smallest category (1-50) and the largest category (above 2,000), a comparison can be easily
made where one can showcase the differences. In this case, it became apparent that the
disposition and answer trends proved contrast existed when comparing these two categories.
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In the larger church category (above 2,000), it became clear that this group is the most
likely to have established strategic planning methods which were embedded in their missions
programs. This could be a result of many possible reasons, including access to funding for
outside help or simply an abundance of staff. While the survey data did not correlate funding or
staffing directly to their ability to undertake strategic planning activities, the idea itself is
commonly noted and discussed at length in available literature related to non-profits. The idea
that smaller churches or non-profits struggle in these areas is not uncommon as these
organizations still struggle significantly with funding issues, operating costs, and even basic
infrastructure; as they find themselves in uncomfortable financial interactions with investors.103
Thus, strategy plan initiatives were more mature and were updated more frequently in larger,
better funded churches, according to the survey data. In addition, this larger church size was
more likely to plan and track results by performing metrics-based continuous improvement
practices than smaller churches. Feedback from internal participants and external missions
beneficiaries was also more robust as church size increased.

Coincidentally, survey respondents at the larger church size (above 2,000) reported that
their programs were more closely based on biblical principles and also felt that they had a greater
ability to advance the kingdom of God. As a result, members here were more aware of the details
of their missions program strategic plans and likewise had a greater ability to articulate those
details to both the congregation and others. As stated in the research methodology chapter,
church size was compared by filtering the survey results by the church size response, and then
comparing the answers of various questions throughout the survey. All statements within this
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data presentation chapter have been objectively pulled from either the base survey data or from a
comparison of survey results sample groups during analysis of the data.

Large churches engaged in partnerships (external missions organizations or convention
initiatives) more than small churches, as the survey data showed. Additionally, larger churches
were had more experience engaging with external consultants to help create or evaluate their
strategic planning components.

As also reported through the survey data, larger churches reported higher levels of
positive results at the end of each missions engagement. As defined by the survey definitions,
results correlated with a missions program’s self-perceived ability to advance the kingdom of
God. Conversely, the data showed that as church size decreased, they experienced diminishing
levels of all of the above categories, in that order.

Surprisingly, according to the survey data, church size had a lesser impact in two areas.
First, respondents reported a similar level of workload strain (the degree to which missions
workers were overworked or underworked), no matter the church size. Additionally, the stress or
anxiety levels related to a missions program remained relatively close, whether a congregation
size of forty or four thousand. One could ascertain that missions work is perceived as equally
difficult and stress-filled across the board. However, strategic planning endeavors are more
common and easier to implement in larger churches due to more resources and maturity. This
planning, in turn, translates into healthy results according to the survey data reviewed by this
author.
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Analysis by Miscellaneous Groupings

Grouping One: Plan Inclusion (Strategic Plans versus No Strategic Plans)
Several correlations shown in the survey data prove the abundant benefits of having
strategic plans in place. In this analysis, survey data were grouped into two segments (churches
with strategic plans in their missions programs and churches without strategic plans in their
missions programs). Churches with strategies in place reported relatively better project outcomes
and improvements in many notable areas. Figure 4.3 shows several areas of significant
improvement seen when strategic plans are deployed.

Respondents reported that the degree of stress or anxiety experienced by project
participants was impacted, albeit to a lesser degree than the other factors presented here.
However, personal satisfaction increased by the largest amount at 23.7% when compared with
churches that did not have strategic plans in place. Also, churches reported that the inclusion of
strategic plans yielded mission projects that were perceived to be more grounded in biblical
principles (an 8.2% increase). These churches also reported that strategic plan enablement
resulted in them having a much greater ability to advance the kingdom of God (by 9.5%). With
these parameters in mind, a positive case is made for the single act of implementing a strategic
plan specific to a church missions program.
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Strategic Plan vs. No Strategic Plan
Stress/Anxiety Measurement (lower is better)

Personal Satisfaction with Missions Program
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7

Strategic Plan in Place

Figure 4.3

Grouping Two: Missions Program Maturity (Young versus Old)
By evaluating the survey data, it is possible to pinpoint the benefits of mission strategies'
higher level of maturity. Figure 4.4 displays the analysis, which shows a marked improvement of
several areas in conjunction with increased strategic plan maturity. Out of all churches that did
have strategic plans in place, the average maturity of their strategic plans was 7.4 years. This
numerical figure was calculated by assigning a specific number of years to each choice and
calculating the overall mean result.

This data was then grouped into churches with younger strategic planning processes in
place and churches with relatively older strategic planning processes. The younger category was
defined by churches who indicated that their strategic plans fell within one of the two first
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choices; less than one year and between 1 and 5 years. The older category represented churches
that indicated their strategic planning processes were either 5-10 years old or above ten years.
Based on the data, it is conclusive that some notable differences come to light. For example,
significant improvements are seen in a church’s confidence in their ability to advance the
Kingdom of God, higher levels of personal satisfaction, and a higher degree to which churches
view their programs as being firmly grounded in biblical truths.

In conclusion, the data shows that churches experience positive results when a more
mature strategy implementation is in place. Thus, all churches need to start working on their
strategic plans as soon as possible to reap the long-term benefits.

Young Strategy vs. Old Strategy
Stress/Anxiety Measurement (lower is better)

Personal Satisfaction with Missions Program

Mission Projects are Grounded in Biblical Principles

Advancing the Kingdom of God
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5

6

7

8

Young Strategy

Figure 4.4
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Grouping Three: Continuous Improvement Statistics and Impacts
When looking at the impacts of whether a church evaluates its results or outcomes, it
becomes clear that improvements are reported across the board when evaluation practices are
part of a church missions program. Therefore, in keeping with the discovery of the concept of
continuous improvement, four questions in the survey pinpointed whether a church has
incorporated these practices. The four questions are available in Appendix A and relate to the
measurement of established results and corresponding revision of goals or processes.

After filtering the data, two distinct groups are established. The first group consists of
churches that have categorically shown that they have evaluation processes as part of their
missions programs. The second group consists of churches who responded that they do not plan
for or execute evaluation processes related to their missions program.

When comparing and contrasting these two groups, the data shows that participant stress
and anxiety hold roughly at the same levels whether a program is engaged in continuous
improvement practices or not. However, we see considerable improvements in the other areas,
such as personal satisfaction, grounding in biblical principles, and degree of ability to advance
the kingdom of God. Most noticeably, a significant increase (26.37%) in personal satisfaction is
reported in this group. A summary of these improvements is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Evaluation Processes vs. No Evaluation Processes
Stress/Anxiety Measurement (lower is better)
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Figure 4.5
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

Through literature review and survey analysis, a case has been made showing the
importance of establishing strategic planning methodologies in church missions organizations.
At the core of missions is the inherent charge for us to advance the kingdom of God. As church
missions organizations fix their eyes on evangelizing the message of Jesus throughout the world,
Paul exemplifies the importance of employing legitimate strategic planning methods throughout
our efforts. Without this focus, we are simply not doing our best for the glory of God. Paul was
proof that we are not intended to sit around and wait but rather to take action, precisely strategic
action. As reinforced through modern-day industry examples, organizations can, and should,
implement any number of strategic planning methodologies to reach their potential and optimize
results.
The missions strategy survey, which served as the backbone for this study gleaned
insights into the current state of missions strategy throughout the current SBC churches in the
USA and reinforced that there is room for significant improvements across the board. In short,
this research validates that church mission programs should invest time, money, and resources in
strategic planning; the data proves that these investments yield results.

Interpreted Takeaways
The survey data shows us that most churches collectively have some degree of missions
strategy in place. Despite this, church congregations often cannot articulate these strategic plan
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details. Furthermore, church missions departments often do not evaluate outcomes or utilize
metrics for continuous improvement. Also, feedback is rarely sought neither from mission
project participants nor recipients. In fairness, many of these churches are not appropriately
staffed for missions and struggle with mature financial support structures.

Nevertheless, these shortcomings can result in church-based missions organizations that
are dissatisfied with their overall ability to maximize their impact on the kingdom of God. The
data reinforces that most missions participants struggle with a staggeringly high level of stress
and anxiety and feel overworked. Most importantly, impact and results are stifled. The survey
data proves that there is significant room for improvement in how strategic planning
methodologies are implemented. Most importantly, according to the survey data, it is clear that
negative aspects are avoided, and results are maximized when strategic planning is implemented.

Recommendations for Improvement and Action
This author interprets several critical recommendations for improvement. As a first step,
a church should start somewhere. The data shows that the simple act of establishing a strategic
plan is beneficial in developing a mature, fruitful, and active program. Start somewhere. Using
the survey data provided in this research paper, any church can benchmark itself against the
baseline data. This practice would immediately yield focal points to invest and improve.
Furthermore, this practice may be undertaken internally without potentially costly and timeconsuming outside consulting services.
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Similar to how Ideal Customer Profiles (ICPs) are established within marketing programs
in other industries, it is essential to establish an ICP here.104 Based on the data, it is clear that
neither the extra-large church nor the small church would be ideal for obvious reasons (extralarge churches often do not need the help, and small churches may not have the capacity or
resources). However, both large and medium-sized churches showed a distinct need to establish
and maintain active and healthy strategic plans within their missions programs. In particular, the
medium-sized church would be selected as an ICP or a specific segment of churches that would
most benefit from improvements therein.

It is clear from the survey data that outside consulting help is welcomed but not always
commonly utilized. In Planning Strategies for World Evangelism, Dayton and Fraser note that
"we are stewards of the gospel. Good stewardship not only preserves the gospel but also invests
it where it shows the greatest return."105 This author believes that churches need help to optimize
their behavior and outcomes. However, the help must be practical, concise, and cost-effective.
Despite these limitations, churches need an organized, easy-to-implement path for success, and
frequently the best way to achieve this is from an outside source.

As indicated in the research methodology chapter of this study, this survey was only sent
to leaders within a single denomination, in this case, churches who were members of the SBC.
Because of this, future surveys can be inclusive of other denominations or organizations, with the
data easily grouped and sorted. Future response groups can then be compared and utilized in
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analysis or in a training setting, with one group being used as a data baseline or benchmark for
comparison with the other (in this case, the data provided in this author’s study).

Concluding Call to Action
While mission-related actions should be well thought out and Spirit-filled, they
nevertheless need to be bold and decisive. This characteristic is reinforced by the actions of Paul,
as shown in his journeys. Defining his areas of focus and people groups was well-thought-out
and strategic by nature. This " field selection process106 often sculpted what his preparation
resembled toward different audiences. This was sometimes seen years in advance as Paul crafted
his message for both Jews and Gentiles alike, giving him the flexibility to adapt as needed in
different circumstances. Practically speaking, in today's context, missions planning needs to be
multifaceted yet at the same time simple. Define the why first, then determine the details (the
who and the what). Simply put, go forth. Be bold and Decisive. Plan, implement and improve.
Faithful followers of Christ are meant to spread the message of Jesus with forethought and
excellence. To meticulously plan and optimize these actions is to use our giftings to the glory of
God.

In summary, plans and strategies can be viewed as matters of good stewardship over
ministries as well as God-ordained tools for multiplying disciples around the globe. Even as the
early church recognized these commonsense principles, scripture equally recognizes it is not the
well-executed strategy alone that brings God glory. Ultimately, churches that thrive in their
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missionary endeavors are those that seek to build on the foundation of Christ (Isaiah 28:16;
Matthew 21:42; Acts 4:11; Ephesians 2:20). In Matt. 16:18, the news that Jesus is the one who
builds the church, is a source of comfort reminding believers that success and spiritual fruit
comes from the providential hand of God (Psalms 127:1). Well-intentioned plans are vital to the
missionary calling, yet in the divine economy, plans alone do not grow a spiritual body. The
church that grows in fruitfulness and faithfulness is the church that follows after Christ, the
strategic head of the body (Ephesians 1:22; 4:15; 5:23; Colossians 1:18; 2:10).

Just as the head directs and guides the physical body, Christ as the head guides and
directs the spiritual body, the church, through his Spirit. This means the church's first missionary
objective is to follow after Christ's leading. When churches faithfully seek to follow Christ, they
can trust their plans and strategies to the one who has eternally purchased the body with his own
blood. He is sovereign over each and every plan to further the kingdom of God. As the body
listens and surrenders to the eternal head in prayer, attentiveness, and thanksgiving, it can entrust
its endeavors to him for safekeeping and redirection, if necessary. Because human plans are
wrapped up in God's larger plan of redemption, the church can trust that God will enable the
body to bear fruit as he ordained (Ephesians 1:4-10). Even plans or strategies that seem to be
failures are caught up in God's providence and are to be viewed in light of God's sovereign
guidance of his church (Ephesians 1:10). Christ as the head of the church, then, brackets the
church's call to strategic missions. He is the foundation, source, and goal of missionary activity,
which is news that is both comforting and inspiriting. Reflecting on Christ's nature as such is
both the initial step in forming a strategy and the final step in bearing fruit and achieving success.
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APPENDIX A
Missions Strategy Survey Questions and Results
Appendix A is included herewith presenting the full survey with supports this thesis
paper. This survey is entitled Strategic Planning in Missions Programs. Responses (328 in total)
were collected in the year 2020. All questions and all sections of the survey are represented here
for reference including the response distribution for each question.
Informed Consent Results:

I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have
received answers. I consent to participate in the study.

I do NOT Consent

0.00%

I Agree

100.00%

Total

100.00%
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Informed Consent - CONSENT FORM:
Please review and click "I Agree" at the bottom of this consent form to continue to the
survey. Survey on Church Mission Programs and Strategy Jonathan Deming Liberty
University School of Divinity/Master of Arts Global Studies You are invited to be in a
research study on the use of strategy planning and execution methods in church mission
programs. The results of this survey will help guide and shape the resulting thesis on this
topic. You were selected as a possible participant because you are over the age of 18 and
you are in a leadership role at a church with direct involvement in missions and/or in a
missions department at a church. Please read this form and ask any questions you may
have before agreeing to be in the study. Jonathan Deming, a graduate student in the
Global Studies Department at Liberty University’s School of Divinity, is conducting this
study. Background Information: The purpose of this study is to better understand the
current state of church mission programs in how they make use of strategy planning and
execution methods. The results of this survey will help me shape the resulting thesis paper
to include additional research and development of overarching recommended
improvements.
Procedures: If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: 1.
Complete the survey attached to this informed consent document. This survey is estimated
to take 10 minutes of your time. 2. Click the submit button on the final page of the survey
to complete.
Risks: The risks involved in this study include the dissemination of any of
the resulting survey information to the public via nefarious hacking or other data
dispersion event. Based on the content of the survey questions which do not contain any
proprietary or secret information, the risks involved in this study are minimal, which
means they are equal to the risks you would encounter in everyday life. Benefits:
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Compensation: Participants will not be compensated for participating in this study.
Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might
publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify a subject.
Research records will be stored securely, and only the researcher will have access to the
records. I may share the data I collect from you for use in future research studies or with
other researchers; if I share the data that I collect about you, I will remove any information
that could identify you, if applicable, before I share the data. Data will be stored on a
password locked computer and may be used in future presentations. After three years, all
electronic records will be deleted.
Note: Per federal regulations, data must be retained for three years upon completion of the
study. Voluntary Nature of the Study: Participation in this study is voluntary. Your
decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with
Liberty University. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or
withdraw at any time prior to submitting the survey without affecting those relationships.
How to Withdraw from the Study: If you choose to withdraw from the study, please exit
the survey and close your internet browser. Your responses will not be recorded or
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included in the study. Contacts and Questions: The researcher conducting this study is
Jonathan Deming. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later,
you are encouraged to contact him at 423-321-2660 or jdeming3@liberty.edu You may also
contact the researcher’s faculty chair, Dr. Frampton Fox, at ffox@liberty.edu. If you
have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board,
1971 University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at
irb@liberty.edu. Please notify the researcher if you would like a copy of this information
for your records. Statement of Consent: I have read and understood the above
information. I have asked questions and have received answers. I consent to participate in
the study.
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1 - Part 1: Demographics, Q1: What is the size of your church (total membership)?

#
1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 1: Demographics, Q1: What
is the size of your church (total
membership)?

1.00

4.00

2.38

Std
Variance
Deviation
0.87

0.76

Part 1: Demographics, Q1: What is the size of your church (total
Percentage
membership)?

4

More than 2000 people

14.46%

3

500-2000

20.92%

2

50-500

52.62%

1

1-50

12.00%

Total

100.00%
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2 - 50 States, D.C. and Puerto Rico

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
50 States, D.C. and Puerto
Rico

1.00

52.00 25.02

Std
Variance
Deviation
16.50

272.28
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50 States, D.C. and Puerto Rico

Percentage

Alabama

7.08%

Alaska

0.31%

Arizona

3.69%

Arkansas

1.85%

California

4.00%

Colorado

3.69%

Connecticut

1.23%

Delaware

0.92%

District of Columbia

0.62%

Florida

4.00%

Georgia

4.00%

Hawaii

0.62%

I do not reside in the United States

0.00%

Idaho

0.92%

Illinois

1.54%

Indiana

1.85%

Iowa

0.92%

Kansas

3.69%

Kentucky

2.15%

Louisiana

0.92%

Maine

0.31%

Maryland

2.46%

Massachusetts

1.54%

Michigan

1.54%

Minnesota

1.54%

Mississippi

0.92%

Missouri

2.77%
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Montana

0.00%

Nebraska

0.31%

Nevada

1.23%

New Hampshire

0.00%

New Jersey

0.92%

New Mexico

1.23%

New York

1.54%

North Carolina

3.69%

North Dakota

0.00%

Ohio

1.85%

Oklahoma

1.54%

Oregon

0.62%

Pennsylvania

3.08%

Puerto Rico

0.00%

Rhode Island

0.00%

South Carolina

4.62%

South Dakota

0.62%

Tennessee

7.38%

Texas

7.38%

Utah

0.92%

Vermont

0.31%

Virginia

4.31%

Washington

1.23%

West Virginia

0.31%

Wisconsin

1.54%

Wyoming

0.31%

Total

100.00%
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3 - Part 2: Missions Structure, Q1: Who is primarily in charge of your church missions
program (defined as a department or group within your church that is responsible for the
planning and execution of local and international missions projects involving membership
from that church)? (select all that apply)

93

#

Part 2: Missions Structure, Q1: Who is primarily in charge of your church
missions program (defined as a department or group within your church that is
responsible for the planning and execution of local and international missions
projects involving membership from that church)? (select all that apply)

Percent
age

1

Paid, full-time staff, dedicated to missions

16.06%

2

Paid, part-time staff, dedicated to missions

4.71%

3

Other church staff, not dedicated solely to missions

23.55%

4

Volunteers

22.27%

5

Committee

12.42%

6

Elders

14.13%

7

No leadership, individual missions "projects" are managed by project
participants

4.07%

8

Other

2.78%

Total

100.00
%
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4 - Part 2: Missions Structure, Q2: To what degree is your overall church membership
actively engaged in missions (this includes not only participating in the planning and
execution of mission projects but also support through efforts such as prayer and financial
giving)? (please estimate)

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 2: Missions Structure, Q2: To
what degree is your overall church
membership actively engaged in
missions (this includes not only
participating in the planning and
execution of mission projects but
also support through efforts such
as prayer and financial giving)?
(please estimate)

1.00

4.00

2.30

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.89

0.79
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#

Part 2: Missions Structure, Q2: To what degree is your overall church
membership actively engaged in missions (this includes not only participating
Percentage
in the planning and execution of mission projects but also support through
efforts such as prayer and financial giving)? (please estimate)

1

High engagement (between 75% and 100% of your church membership)

18.91%

2

Moderate engagement (between 50% and 75% of your church membership)

42.31%

3

Low engagement (between 25% and 50% of your church membership)

28.53%

4

Little-to-No engagement (between 0% and 25% of your church membership)

10.26%

Total

100.00%
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5 - Part 2: Missions Structure, Q3: Please denote the degree to which your church
maintains partnerships with outside mission organizations (such as IMB, NAMB,
Compassion International, others). How often are your missions projects aligned with
these outside organizations?

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

Part 2: Missions Structure, Q3:
Please denote the degree to which
your church maintains
partnerships with outside mission
1
organizations (such as IMB,
NAMB, Compassion International,
others). How often are your
missions projects aligned with
these outside organizations?

1.00

5.00

3.85

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.99

0.98
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#

Part 2: Missions Structure, Q3: Please denote the degree to which your church
maintains partnerships with outside mission organizations (such as IMB,
Percentage
NAMB, Compassion International, others). How often are your missions
projects aligned with these outside organizations?

1

No Partnerships

1.92%

2

Rarely

8.01%

3

Sometimes

22.12%

4

Often

39.10%

5

Always

28.85%

Total

100.00%
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6 - Part 3: Missions Insights, Q1: Do you feel that the number of staff (paid employees)
dedicated to missions at your church is appropriate?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 3: Missions Insights, Q1: Do
you feel that the number of staff
(paid employees) dedicated to
missions at your church is
appropriate?

1.00

3.00

2.05

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.90

0.81

Part 3: Missions Insights, Q1: Do you feel that the number of staff (paid
Percentage
employees) dedicated to missions at your church is appropriate?

1

We have no staff for missions

38.39%

2

We are understaffed for missions

18.39%

3

We are appropriately staffed for missions

43.23%

4

We are overstaffed in regard to missions efforts

0.00%

Total

100.00%
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7 - Part 3: Missions Insights, Q2: How often do you feel that your church missions efforts
are advancing the Kingdom of God?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 3: Missions Insights, Q2:
How often do you feel that your
church missions efforts are
advancing the Kingdom of God?

2.00

5.00

3.89

Std
Variance
Deviation
0.79

0.62

Part 3: Missions Insights, Q2: How often do you feel that your church
Percentage
missions efforts are advancing the Kingdom of God?

1

Never, no impact

0.00%

2

Rarely

5.16%

3

Sometimes

21.61%

4

Often

51.94%

5

Always, consistent and high impact

21.29%

Total

100.00%
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8 - Part 3: Missions Insights, Q3: Do you feel that your church missions program(s) are
based on biblical principles?

#

Part 3: Missions Insights, Q3: Do
you feel that your church missions
1
program(s) are based on biblical
principles?

#

Std
Variance
Deviation

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

1.00

5.00

4.61

0.67

0.45

Part 3: Missions Insights, Q3: Do you feel that your church missions
Percentage
program(s) are based on biblical principles?

1

Never

0.65%

2

Rarely

0.65%

3

Sometimes

4.84%

4

Often

24.84%

5

Always

69.03%

Total

100.00%
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9 - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q1: Does your church have a formal, published missions
strategy in place?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q1:
Does your church have a formal,
published missions strategy in
place?

1.00

4.00

2.12

Std
Variance
Deviation
0.89

0.79

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q1: Does your church have a formal, published
Percentage
missions strategy in place?

1

Yes, we have a distinct missions strategy

24.03%

2

Yes, but it is a part of our overall church strategy and/or merged with other
strategy efforts

50.00%

3

Not yet but we are working on it

15.91%

4

No, and no plans to introduce a missions strategy

10.06%

Total

100.00%
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10 - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q2: How long has your missions strategy been in place?

#
1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q2:
How long has your missions
strategy been in place?

1.00

4.00

2.97

Std
Variance
Deviation
0.94

0.89

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q2: How long has your missions strategy been in
Percentage
place?

1

Less than 1 year

5.48%

2

Between 1 and 5 years

29.22%

3

Between 5 and 10 years

27.85%

4

More than 10 years

37.44%

Total

100.00%
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10.a - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q3: Does your missions strategy include targets and goals
that can be measured and evaluated objectively (numbers, key performance indicators,
etc.)?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q3:
Does your missions strategy
include targets and goals that can
be measured and evaluated
objectively (numbers, key
performance indicators, etc.)?

1.00

3.00

2.10

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.82

0.67

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q3: Does your missions strategy include targets
and goals that can be measured and evaluated objectively (numbers, key Percentage
performance indicators, etc.)?

1

Yes

29.22%

2

No

31.96%

3

Sometimes

38.81%

Total

100.00%
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11 - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q4: How often does your church internally review/update
its missions strategy (select closest frequency)?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q4:
How often does your church
internally review/update its
missions strategy (select closest
frequency)?

1.00

6.00

3.52

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.25

1.57
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#

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q4: How often does your church internally
Percentage
review/update its missions strategy (select closest frequency)?

1

Monthly (12x per year)

5.48%

2

Quarterly (4x per year)

9.13%

3

Annually

45.66%

4

Every 2-3 years

16.44%

5

Greater than every 3 years

14.61%

6

We do not review/update our missions strategy

8.68%

Total

100.00%
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12 - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q5: Please denote the degree to which your missions
strategy is tied into your overall church strategy (overall church strategy is defined as
overarching church vision, goals, and mission statement; usually updated annually or semiannually to include themes which provide the framework for overall church engagement)?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q5:
Please denote the degree to which
your missions strategy is tied into
your overall church strategy
(overall church strategy is defined
as overarching church vision,
goals, and mission statement;
usually updated annually or semiannually to include themes which
provide the framework for overall
church engagement)?

2.00

5.00

4.08

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.83

0.70
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Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q5: Please denote the degree to which your
missions strategy is tied into your overall church strategy (overall church
# strategy is defined as overarching church vision, goals, and mission statement; Percentage
usually updated annually or semi-annually to include themes which provide
the framework for overall church engagement)?
1

No ties, we have separate strategies for overall church and missions

0.00%

2

Loosely tied

3.65%

3

Moderately tied

20.09%

4

Strongly tied

40.64%

5

Completely tied, mission strategy is part of or integrated into our church
strategy

35.62%

Total

100.00%
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13 - Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q6: Is your missions strategy disclosed/published for church
membership to view?

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean

Std
Variance
Deviation

1

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q6: Is
your missions strategy
disclosed/published for church
membership to view?

#

Part 4: Missions Strategy, Q6: Is your missions strategy disclosed/published
Percentage
for church membership to view?

1.00

3.00

1.61

0.85

0.72

1

Yes

63.47%

2

No

12.33%

3

Some parts are made available to church membership, but not all

24.20%

Total

100.00%
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14 - Part 5: Missions Administration, Q1: With regard to missions projects, do you
evaluate results/outcomes against goals which had been set during planning?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 5: Missions Administration,
Q1: With regard to missions
projects, do you evaluate
results/outcomes against goals
which had been set during
planning?

1.00

3.00

1.91

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.90

0.81

Part 5: Missions Administration, Q1: With regard to missions projects, do you
Percentage
evaluate results/outcomes against goals which had been set during planning?

1

Yes

45.45%

3

Sometimes

36.03%

2

No

18.52%

Total

100.00%
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15 - Part 5: Missions Administration, Q2: Do you seek and evaluate feedback from
missions project participants during and after the missions projects?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 5: Missions Administration,
Q2: Do you seek and evaluate
feedback from missions project
participants during and after the
missions projects?

1.00

5.00

3.81

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.06

1.13

Part 5: Missions Administration, Q2: Do you seek and evaluate feedback from
Percentage
missions project participants during and after the missions projects?

1

Never

2.69%

2

Rarely

10.10%

3

Sometimes

21.21%

4

Often

35.35%

5

Always

30.64%

Total

100.00%
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16 - Part 5: Missions Administration, Q3: Do you seek and evaluate feedback from
missions project recipients or beneficiaries of missions projects?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 5: Missions Administration,
Q3: Do you seek and evaluate
feedback from missions project
recipients or beneficiaries of
missions projects?

1.00

5.00

3.53

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.14

1.31

Part 5: Missions Administration, Q3: Do you seek and evaluate feedback from
Percentage
missions project recipients or beneficiaries of missions projects?

1

Never

5.05%

2

Rarely

13.47%

3

Sometimes

29.29%

4

Often

27.95%

5

Always

24.24%

Total

100.00%
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17 - Part 5: Missions Administration, Q4: Does your church have a formal process for the
evaluation and approval of new missions projects and/or programs coming from church
membership?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 5: Missions Administration,
Q4: Does your church have a
formal process for the evaluation
and approval of new missions
projects and/or programs coming
from church membership?

1.00

2.00

1.42

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.49

0.24

Part 5: Missions Administration, Q4: Does your church have a formal process
for the evaluation and approval of new missions projects and/or programs Percentage
coming from church membership?

1

Yes

58.25%

2

No

41.75%

Total

100.00%
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18 - Part 5: Missions Administration, Q5: How are your missions projects/programs
funded? (Check all that apply)

#

Part 5: Missions Administration, Q5: How are your missions
Percentage
projects/programs funded? (Check all that apply)

1

Charitable giving by church membership (tithes)

28.47%

2

Charitable giving by church membership (special offerings)

27.08%

3

Charitable giving from outside sources

7.41%

4

Grants

1.85%

5

Fundraising Efforts

12.73%

6

Individuals/Participants pay on their own

20.95%

7

Other

1.50%

Total

100.00%
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19 - Part 6: Missions Misc., Q1: Please rate your level of personal satisfaction with the
current state of your church missions program(s). (1= lowest, 10=highest)

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 6: Missions Misc., Q1: Please
rate your level of personal
satisfaction with the current state
of your church missions
program(s). (1= lowest,
10=highest)

1.00

10.00

6.40

Std
Variance
Deviation

2.12

4.51
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#

Part 6: Missions Misc., Q1: Please rate your level of personal satisfaction
with the current state of your church missions program(s). (1= lowest, Percentage
10=highest)

1

1

2.05%

2

2

4.78%

3

3

5.80%

4

4

6.14%

5

5

8.87%

6

6

16.38%

7

7

21.84%

8

8

20.82%

9

9

9.22%

10

10

4.10%

Total

100.00%
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20 - Part 6: Missions Misc., Q2: How well can the typical member of your church clearly
and concisely articulate your missions strategy?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 6: Missions Misc., Q2: How
well can the typical member of
your church clearly and concisely
articulate your missions strategy?

1.00

6.00

2.86

Std
Variance
Deviation
1.11

1.24
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#

Part 6: Missions Misc., Q2: How well can the typical member of your church
Percentage
clearly and concisely articulate your missions strategy?

1

No church members can articulate missions strategy

8.19%

2

Between 1% and 25% are able to articulate missions strategy

34.81%

3

Between 25% and 50% are able to articulate missions strategy

28.67%

4

Between 50% and 75% are able to articulate missions strategy

20.14%

5

Between 75% and 100% are able to articulate missions strategy

7.17%

6

All church members are able to articulate missions strategy

1.02%

Total

100.00%
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21 - Part 6: Missions Misc., Q3: In your opinion, please indicate the degree to which your
missions projects are typically planned out ahead of time (planning can include both
overarching project goals and also details such as itinerary, checklists, etc.)?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 6: Missions Misc., Q3: In
your opinion, please indicate the
degree to which your missions
projects are typically planned out
ahead of time (planning can
include both overarching project
goals and details such as itinerary,
checklists, etc.)?

1.00

6.00

4.83

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.27

1.62
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#
1
5
4
3
2
6

Part 6: Missions Misc., Q3: In your opinion, please indicate the degree to
which your missions projects are typically planned out ahead of time
Percentage
(planning can include both overarching project goals and details such as
itinerary, checklists, etc.)?
No missions projects are planned out ahead of time
Between 75% and 100% of missions projects are typically planned ahead of
time
Between 50% and 75% of missions projects are typically planned ahead of
time
Between 25% and 50% of missions projects are typically planned ahead of
time
Between 1% and 25% of missions projects are typically planned ahead of
time

2.39%
34.47%
15.02%
5.80%
5.80%

All missions projects are planned out ahead of time

36.52%

Total

100.00%
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22 - Part 6: Missions Misc., Q4: With regard to workload, missions leaders and
participants (including both paid and/or volunteers) at your church overall appear to be:

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 6: Missions Misc., Q4: With
regard to workload, missions
leaders and participants (including
both paid and/or volunteers) at
your church overall appear to be:

1.00

3.00

2.41

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.86

0.75

Part 6: Missions Misc., Q4: With regard to workload, missions leaders and
participants (including both paid and/or volunteers) at your church overall Percentage
appear to be:

1

Overworked, stretched thin

25.26%

2

Underworked, not enough to do

8.19%

3

Neither overworked or underworked, about right

66.55%

Total

100.00%
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23 - Part 6: Missions Misc., Q5: During the execution of missions projects, to what degree
do missions participants feel stress and/or anxiety?

#

1

#

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 6: Missions Misc., Q5:
During the execution of missions
projects, to what degree do
missions participants feel stress
and/or anxiety?

1.00

5.00

2.73

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.64

0.41

Part 6: Missions Misc., Q5: During the execution of missions projects, to
Percentage
what degree do missions participants feel stress and/or anxiety?

1

Never

1.71%

2

Rarely

31.40%

3

Sometimes

59.73%

4

Often

6.14%

5

Always

1.02%

Total

100.00%
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24 - Part 7: Technology, Q1: What technology is used by your church to assist in the
planning and execution of mission projects? (Check all that apply)
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#

Part 7: Technology, Q1: What technology is used by your church to assist in
Percentage
the planning and execution of mission projects? (Check all that apply)

1

None

0.89%

2

Word Processor (Microsoft Word or Similar)

20.75%

3

Spreadsheets (Excel or similar)

16.46%

4

Video conferencing

12.61%

5

Email

22.72%

6

Scheduling software

4.83%

7

Mobile device functionality

10.55%

8

Specific Apps for mobile devices

4.92%

9

Cloud-based web platforms

5.10%

Other (Please specify)

1.16%

Total

100.00%

10
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25 - Part 7: Technology, Q2: Has your church ever considered employing strategy
methodologies used in other industries to assist with your missions programs? (Check all
that apply)
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#

Part 7: Technology, Q2: Has your church ever considered employing
strategy methodologies used in other industries to assist with your missions Percentage
programs? (Check all that apply)

1

N/A

69.84%

2

LEAN/Continuous Improvement/Kaizan (or similar)

0.95%

3

Six Sigma (or similar)

0.00%

4

Statistical Analysis

3.81%

5

Agile Methodologies (or similar)

0.32%

6

Human Capital/Personality Testing and Alignment (or similar)

1.90%

7

ROI Analysis

4.13%

8

SWOT Analysis

12.06%

9

Mind Maps

5.08%

10

Pull Planning

0.00%

11

CPM (Critical Path Method) Scheduling (or similar)

0.32%

12

Logframe (Logistical Framework Approach)

0.00%

13

Other (please specify)

1.59%

Total

100.00%
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26 - Part 7: Technology, Q3: With technology improving at such a rapid rate, please
indicate your willingness to utilize fringe/emerging technologies (specifically blockchain
technologies, AI, machine learning, predictive analytics, and others) to assist your missions
programs during both planning and execution.

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 7: Technology, Q3: With
technology improving at such a
rapid rate, please indicate your
willingness to utilize
fringe/emerging technologies
(specifically blockchain
technologies, AI, machine
learning, predictive analytics, and
others) to assist your missions
programs during both planning
and execution.

1.00

5.00

3.02

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.16

1.36
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#

Part 7: Technology, Q3: With technology improving at such a rapid rate,
please indicate your willingness to utilize fringe/emerging technologies
(specifically blockchain technologies, AI, machine learning, predictive Percentage
analytics, and others) to assist your missions programs during both planning
and execution.

1

Never willing to consider such technologies

6.50%

2

Rarely

30.32%

3

Sometimes

34.66%

4

Often

11.55%

5

Always consider applying such technologies

16.97%

Total

100.00%
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27 - Part 7: Technology, Q4: Do you use a planning app or cloud/mobile device platform
available that specifically addresses the needs of planning and executing missions project
and/or programs?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 7: Technology, Q4: Do you
use a planning app or
cloud/mobile device platform
available that specifically
addresses the needs of planning
and executing missions project
and/or programs?

1.00

4.00

2.94

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.93

0.86
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#
1
2

Part 7: Technology, Q4: Do you use a planning app or cloud/mobile device
platform available that specifically addresses the needs of planning and Percentage
executing missions project and/or programs?
Yes, we use such a technology/service dedicated to our missions
7.58%
projects/programs
Yes, we use such a technology/service for multiple aspects of our church, and
23.47%
missions is one of them

3

No, but we are interested and seeking such a technology/service

36.46%

4

No, we do not wish to apply this type of technology/service to our missions
program

32.49%

Total

100.00%
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28 - Part 7: Technology, Q5: What features of a missions planner app would be most useful
or important to you? (Select your top 3)
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#

Part 7: Technology, Q5: What features of a missions planner app would be
Percentage
most useful or important to you? (Select your top 3)

1

Schedule/Tasks

19.42%

2

Goal Setting

8.40%

3

Results/Metrics

9.06%

4

Calendar/Reminder Integration

12.73%

5

Document Library for file storage of important/relevant files

6.82%

6

Daily Journal

4.33%

7

Mobile Device App

7.61%

8

Photo/Video Integration

10.24%

9

Roster

3.81%

10

Prayer Request Portal

9.06%

11

Social Media Integration

8.14%

12

Other (please specify)

0.39%

Total

100.00%
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31 - Part 7: Technology, Q6: To what degree is your church concerned with security of
missions-related data (project details, contact information, participant information, etc.)

#

1

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 7: Technology, Q6: To what
degree is your church concerned
with security of missions-related
data (project details, contact
information, participant
information, etc.)

1.00

4.00

2.56

Std
Variance
Deviation

1.19

1.43

Part 7: Technology, Q6: To what degree is your church concerned with
security of missions-related data (project details, contact information, Percentage
participant information, etc.)
No concerns, never had any issues and do not foresee any issues with security
29.09%
of data

2

Sometimes this is considered and acted upon

16.00%

3

Usually important and we often seek improvements/safeguards

25.09%

4

Always important and safeguards are already in place

29.82%

Total

100.00%
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134

29 - Part 8: Missions Consultants, Q1: Has your church ever engaged with an outside
consultant or service for the purpose of helping evaluate/improve your planning, strategy,
and/or execution of your missions program?

#

1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Part 8: Missions Consultants, Q1:
Has your church ever engaged
with an outside consultant or
service for the purpose of helping
evaluate/improve your planning,
strategy, and/or execution of your
missions program?

1.00

2.00

1.76

Std
Variance
Deviation

0.42

0.18

Part 8: Missions Consultants, Q1: Has your church ever engaged with an
# outside consultant or service for the purpose of helping evaluate/improve your Percentage
planning, strategy, and/or execution of your missions program?
1

Yes

23.64%

2

No

76.36%

Total

100.00%
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30 - Part 8: Missions Consultants, Q2: If such an outside consultancy/evaluation service
were available to you, what features would be most useful or important? (Select your top
3)
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#

Part 8: Missions Consultants, Q2: If such an outside consultancy/evaluation
service were available to you, what features would be most useful or Percentage
important? (Select your top 3)

1

Unfiltered feedback

12.24%

2

Cost-effective

19.76%

3

Practical recommendations/action items

19.64%

4

Web-based/Remote/Video Conference

4.48%

5

In-Person

8.00%

6

Completed quickly

4.24%

7

Periodic Follow-Up

4.73%

8

Information received is concise/easy-to-follow

11.64%

9

Information received is detailed

2.79%

10

Confidentiality

3.88%

11

Data-Driven

4.00%

12

Workbook or Materials to Help the Process

4.61%

Total

100.00%
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APPENDIX B

Survey Invitation Emails and Informed Consent
Appendix B is included herewith to include the text of the email communications from
this author to the survey participants. Two emails were sent out as described in the research
methodology chapter. Once the survey link was followed, the participant was shown the
informed consent notice, also included for reference in this Appendix section.

Initial Survey Invitation Email
Greetings church leadership,
As a graduate student in the Global Studies Department at Liberty University, I am
conducting research as part of the requirements for a Master of Arts degree. I need help from you
as I collect survey responses and work toward my final thesis paper - please consider
completing this 10 minute survey from your computer or mobile device - just click link
below! The purpose of my research is to analyze how strategy plays a role in successful church
mission programs and I am writing to invite you to participate in my nationwide study targeting
churches of all sizes and levels of maturity.
If you are 18 years of age or older, in a leadership position at your church, and are willing
to participate, I ask you to complete the survey provided in the survey link here:
https://liberty.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_dgp7V7oerqAJA45. This survey should only take
approximately 10 minutes for you to complete and is completely anonymous. Your name and/or
other identifying information will not be requested as part of your participation and the
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information collected will remain confidential. To strengthen the validity of my response pool, I
ask that only one response be submitted per church.
A consent document is provided as the first page you will see after you click on the
survey link. The consent document contains additional information about my research, but you
do not need to sign and return it. Please click on the “I agree” button at the end of the consent
information to indicate that you have read the consent information and would like to proceed
with the survey. Please feel free to reach out if you would like to discuss this survey or have any
questions related to church missions strategy in general, I would love to connect with you.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Deming
Candidate for Master of Arts Global Studies
Liberty University

Secondary Reminder Email
Good day,
If you were able to complete my missions survey last week, thank you so much! I am
sending out this last request and if you can provide a response on behalf your church, that would
be so helpful in me being able to complete the requirements for my degree program. If you don't
have a large missions program or even a missions program at all, don't worry, I want to gather
responses from all church types, sizes, and levels of maturity so that my final research can reflect
a true cross section in my study.
I am copying the 10-minute survey link here to make it easy. I will not continue with
future emails but wanted to get one last reminder out. Thank you for your time!
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https://liberty.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_dgp7V7oerqAJA45
Have a great week and thanks again,
Jonathan Deming
Candidate for Master of Arts Global Studies
Liberty University

Informed Consent Documentation
Informed Consent - CONSENT FORM:
Please review and click "I Agree" at the bottom of this consent form to continue to the
survey.

Survey on Church Mission Programs and Strategy Jonathan Deming Liberty

University School of Divinity/Master of Arts Global Studies

You are invited to be in a

research study on the use of strategy planning and execution methods in church mission
programs. The results of this survey will help guide and shape the resulting thesis on this topic.
You were selected as a possible participant because you are over the age of 18 and you are in a
leadership role at a church with direct involvement in missions and/or in a missions department
at a church. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in
the study.

Jonathan Deming, a graduate student in the Global Studies Department at Liberty

University’s School of Divinity, is conducting this study. Background Information: The purpose
of this study is to better understand the current state of church mission programs in how they
make use of strategy planning and execution methods. The results of this survey will help me
shape the resulting thesis paper to include additional research and development of overarching
recommended improvements.
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Procedures: If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: 1.
Complete the survey attached to this informed consent document. This survey is estimated to
take 10 minutes of your time. 2. Click the submit button on the final page of the survey to
complete.
Risks: The risks involved in this study include the dissemination of any of the resulting
survey information to the public via nefarious hacking or other data dispersion event. Based on
the content of the survey questions which do not contain any proprietary or secret information,
the risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you would
encounter in everyday life.

Benefits: Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit

from taking part in this study.
participating in this study.

Compensation: Participants will not be compensated for

Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. In

any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to
identify a subject. Research records will be stored securely, and only the researcher will have
access to the records. I may share the data I collect from you for use in future research studies or
with other researchers; if I share the data that I collect about you, I will remove any information
that could identify you, if applicable, before I share the data. Data will be stored on a password
locked computer and may be used in future presentations. After three years, all electronic records
will be deleted.
Note: Per federal regulations, data must be retained for three years upon completion of
the study.

Voluntary Nature of the Study: Participation in this study is voluntary. Your

decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Liberty
University. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at
any time prior to submitting the survey without affecting those relationships.

How to
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Withdraw from the Study: If you choose to withdraw from the study, please exit the survey and
close your internet browser. Your responses will not be recorded or included in the study.
Contacts and Questions: The researcher conducting this study is Jonathan Deming. You may ask
any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at
423-321-2660 or jdeming3@liberty.edu You may also contact the researcher’s faculty chair, Dr.
Frampton Fox, at ffox@liberty.edu.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study

and would like to talk to someone other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the
Institutional Review Board, 1971 University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515
or email at irb@liberty.edu.
information for your records.

Please notify the researcher if you would like a copy of this
Statement of Consent: I have read and understood the above

information. I have asked questions and have received answers. I consent to participate in the
study.
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APPENDIX C

Sample Survey Contact List
As described in the research methodology chapter of this study, this author obtained and
organized contact information for purposes of sending out the survey. This contact information
was organized into a master spreadsheet and used for sending out survey invitations. For the
purposes of this appendix, below is an example of contact information from a tab of one state (in
this case, the first 50 survey invitees from the state of Alabama). Names and phone numbers
have been greyed out for anonymity and protection of the survey participants.

Name

Website

Pastor Location

Gardenda https://www.
le First
gfbc.com/our
Baptist
-team

Gardendale

dawson https://www.
memorial dawsonchurc
baptist
h.org/

Birmingham

Cove
Baptist
Church

http://www.m
ycovebaptist.
com/

Huntsville

The
Grove
Baptist
Church

https://www.t
hegrovebaptis
t.com/ourstaff

Huntsville

http://www.m
yrivertree.org
Rivertree /rivertreeChurch
missions

Huntsville

Phone Contact Email

Primary Secondary
Missions Missions
Contact Contact
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https://www.
Willowbr willowbrook
ook
missions.com
Missions /

Huntsville

https://www.
Whitesbu whitesburgba
rg Baptist ptist.org/abou
Church
t/our-staff/

Huntsville

Universit https://ubcy Baptist huntsville.org
Church
/connect

Huntsville

First
Baptist
https://www.f
Huntsvill bchsv.org/ab
e
out-us

Birmingham

Shades
Crest
Baptist
Church

http://shadesc
rest.org/meetour-staff-2/

Birmingham

http://www.g
racecovenant
baptist.org/ab
Grace
out/leadershi
Covenant p/

Birmingham

http://www.li
The
bertypark.org
Church at /about/staff/0
Liberty
1-randyPark
overstreet

Birmingham

Brookwo
od Baptist https://brook
Church
wood.org/

Birmingham

Shades
Mountain http://www.s
Baptist
hades.org/con
Church
tact

Birmingham
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https://www.
Christ
cfcbirmingha
Fellowshi m.org/leaders
p
hip

Birmingham

Mountain
Brook
https://mbbc.
Baptist
org/about/our
Church
-staff

Birmingham

http://www.n
North
orthhighlands
Highland baptist.com/st
s Baptist aff/

Birmingham

First
Baptist
Church
Pelham

https://fbcpel
ham.org/abou
t-us/staff/

Birmingham

https://www.r
Riverchas iverchasebapt
e Baptist ist.org/

Birmingham

Gardenda
le First
https://www.
Baptist
gfbc.com/mis
Church
sions

Birmingham

http://www.b
The
rookhills.org/
Church at staffBrook
elders/chipHills
bugnar

Birmingham

FBC
Pleasant
Grove

http://fbcpg.o
rg/aboutus/our-staff

Birmingham

https://www.
Meadowb meadowbroo
rook
kbaptist.org/a
Baptist
bout/staff/

Birmingham
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Green
Valley
Church

https://gvbc.o
rg/who-weare/#ourteam

Birmingham

http://lakewo
odtuscaloosa.
Lakewoo com/contactd Baptist us/

Tuscaloosa

http://www.fl
atwoodsbapti
Flatwood st.com/contac
s Baptist t-us.html

Tuscaloosa

https://www.f
First
irsttuscaloosa
Tuscaloos .org/contacta
us

Tuscaloosa

Safe
Haven

http://www.s
afehaven.chu
rch/aboutus/leadership

Tuscaloosa

North
Port
Baptist

https://www.
northportbapt
ist.org/missio
ns1

Tuscaloosa

Five
Points
Baptist

https://www.f
ivepointsbapt
ist.com/conta
ct-us

Tuscaloosa

Chapel
Hill
Baptist

https://www.
chapelhillbc.
org/

Tuscaloosa

Skyland
Baptist

https://www.s
kylandbaptist
.com/about/st
aff

Tuscaloosa

Calvary
Tuscaloos https://calvar
a
ytusc.org/

Tuscaloosa
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Forest
Lake
Baptist
Church

https://www.f
lbc.us/contact
-us

Tuscaloosa

Carrolls
Creek
Baptist

http://carrolls
creek.org/con
tact/

Tuscaloosa

Alberta
Baptist

https://alberta
baptist.org/ab
outus/contact-us

Tuscaloosa

Harvest
Church
Tuscaloos https://hctusc
a
aloosa.com/

Tuscaloosa

https://www.i
lbconline.co
m/connected/
welcome

Tuscaloosa

https://www.
Emmanue emmanueltus
l Baptist caloosa.org/

Tuscaloosa

North
River
Church

https://nrctto
wn.com/imnew/our-team

Tuscaloosa

Monte
Sano
Baptist

https://monte
sanobaptist.c
om/aboutus/who-weare

Huntsville

UBC
https://ubcHuntsvill huntsville.org
e
/about-us

Huntsville

https://jwbc.o
rg/about/#staf
f

Huntsville

Indian
Lake
Baptist

Jackson
Way
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Calvary
Baptist
Church

https://cbchu
ntsville.org/a
bout-us/staff/

Huntsville

https://www.
Essential essentialhsv.c
HSV
om/

Huntsville

First
Baptist
https://www.f
Huntsvill bchsv.org/ab
e
out-us

Huntsville

Trinity
Baptist

http://www.tr
initymadison.
com/template
s/System/deta
ils.asp?id=48
373&PID=73
7547

Huntsville

Mount
Zion

https://mzbc.
net/connect/st
aff

Huntsville

http://www.m
yrivertree.org
/ourRivertree team#pastors
Baptist
anchor

Huntsville

Cross
Pointe
Church

https://www.
cpcfamily.org
/staff

Huntsville

Haven
Baptist
Church

http://www.h
avenbaptist.o
rg/pastor

Huntsville

https://www.s
Summit ummitcrossin
Crossing g.org/contact

Huntsville

Winchest https://wrbcfa
er Road mily.org/

Huntsville
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Life's
Journey
Church

https://lifesjo
urney.church/
about/lifegroups

Huntsville

Simple
Church of
Huntsvill
e

https://www.s
implechurcho
fhuntsville.or
g/contact/

Huntsville

https://www.
Willowbr willowbrook
ook
missions.com
Missions /

Huntsville

http://sherwo
odbaptist.org/
Sherwood staff/#pastorBaptist
robby-boyd

Huntsville

https://www.
Whitesbu whitesburgba
rgh
ptist.org/abou
Baptist
t/our-staff/

Huntsville

Hazel
Green

https://hazelg
reenfbc.org/

Huntsville

Flint
River
Baptist

http://flintrive
r.church/miss
ions/

Huntsville

https://capsha
Capshaw w.org/leaders
Baptist
hip

Huntsville

Cove
Baptist
Church

http://www.m
ycovebaptist.
com/

Huntsville

Murphy
Hill
Baptist

https://murph
yhill.net/cont
act

Huntsville

The
Grove
Baptist

https://www.t
hegrovebaptis

Huntsville
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t.com/ourstaff
Harvest
Baptist
Church

https://www.
harvestbaptist.org/ou
r-pastors/

Huntsville
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